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A road less traveled

First I will copy an introduction I posted November? 2004 in preparation for the presentations.
This is NOT a “claim to fame”, NOT to say “how great I am” since I know my shortcomings only too 
well. It is just to show that I should be reasonably sane and balanced.
It is not to pat myself on the back but will serve to show that I am not likely to be the most gullible
person, quite the opposite.

1: I grew up in a family of teachers at various levels adding to my natural bend to ask questions.

2: Over the years I acquired several degrees in the scientific field, specifically in the optical field. As
one aspect I also taught optical science many years ago as associate professor. As a result of having
an additional sub-degree dealing with low vision patients I also designed several devices that are in
use today. (Technically oriented) Also I obtained a BS is Psychology which adds more fuel to the
questioning. All this added to my natural bend and made me very much a person who is perpetually
asking WHY and HOW.

3: A test I just took (March 2005) shows me to be an INTJ with scores of 33 - 62 - 38 - 67 and in the
temperament sorter I show “Guardian Inspector” (ISTJ) with scores of 
(E) 4 - (I) 6; (S) 5 - (N) 5; (F) 2 - (T) 8; (J) 7 - (P) 3

Many of the things I have learned can be explained and therefore used in a scientific manner while other
aspects, so far, do not have a clear enough explanation for me and others have no explanation at all. Yet,
while I most likely will not get into those aspects at this time, I hope to present these at some time. When
that happens, I hope that YOU, as individuals with greater mental capabilities, can help me find relevant
answers. Thus far, I have not been able to myself nor have the people whom I have been dealing with but
those people do not have the mental capabilities that you, the Mensans, have. For most of those people I
have been talking "over their head" and I doubt that this will happen with the people from this group.

Those aspects I would like to share with you, now and at some future time, are aspects that can be utilized
very effectively, a large portion with scientific knowledge. Other aspects are still quite valid yet have
neither a clear or no explanation at all but I have a general idea as to the why and how they work. Those
aspects, when clear or more clear answers are found, can be utilized in a far better manner than I am able
to do now and, of course, since I am no "better" than anyone else, this would help many other people as
well. Here I am looking specifically at the Mensans since it is my belief that, as people with greater
mental capabilities, it is up to us to utilize these capabilities to the greatest advantage both for ourselves as
well as for humanity at large. First of all for ourselves since, if we cannot help ourselves in the most
beneficial manner, how can we help other people.

I will look forward to meeting you at any of the meetings, now and in the future, wherever they may be.
Leonard Nijssen

----------------------------------------------

As per the graph below, I believe that I can state that the psychological tests I took a few months ago may
show that I am reasonably sane. I took a battery of about 50 tests. These tests are supervised by three
clinical psychologists. I do not believe that I would have been able to get to those scores without the
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awareness studies I have done over the past 30 odd years. It is my opinion that at least every Mensan
would be able to do the same. I make that “limiting” statement because I believe that the better the 
reasoning power one has, the easier it is to achieve what I did in the graphs.

Other tests for which I have no graphs showed quite high as well, some like 1 in 1,000.
Again, I strongly believe that awareness studies allowed me to reach these scores and “anyone” can.

I will be dealing with several aspects of energies and will give a minor demonstration as to what can
easily be done (at the meeting).
Of necessity, what I will present will be quite limited and, if the interest is there, I am willing to present
more material at another meeting that can be as long as a whole weekend if desired.
To be quite frank, there is so much to these aspects that even a full weekend would by no means cover all
adequately.
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Let me start by asking a few questions and please show hands, it will help me how I present what I have
with me..
1: Who knows anything about the brain waves?
2: Does anyone believe that there is no more than the physical and mental body?
3: I believe that most of you will agree with the label of logical thinkers and being good at deduction?
4: Now, don’t call 911 yet, maybe later.  

Does anyone believe in ghosts? Now I
like you to look at the picture and see
what you think. This is a picture I took
in an old Druid temple in Wales and
have the same image on video. I show
this just to point out that there are
aspects that may be different than you
have thought they were and that holds
true for the material I will present.

You should be able to extract this
picture and enlarge it.
I was mistaken before when I stated
that I had used no flash, I did and I was
standing in the very narrow entrance of
the temple just about blocking the
opening, see the next picturew.
There is a lot more to this but that is
enough for now.

Due to my studies I was asked to
visit this place and found out that I
was by no means the only person
having experienced what I did here.

In addition, I have two pictures here of the same Druid temple where the above was taken and this was a
closed place, not open to the public, and I was the only person present at the time.

These two pictures were taken one right after the other and look at the differences.
There is only one entrance to the temple, the one shown on both pictures.
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I have listed a number of aspects I have experienced myself plus a few that are hearsay. I ask you to
consider the old saying: “Where there is smoke there is fire.”  Also: “Where there is a lot of smoke,
there is likely to be a bigger fire.”  The material I have put together here is fairly extensive yet by no 
means everything I can quote.  While not necessarily “scientifically proven”, much can supported by 
other people. Other parts cannot be supported but I assure you that I am not fabricating or imagining
things.

Before 1973 I was not aware of what actually can be done and how well. Bear in mind here that we are
dealing with energies and they CAN be used or abused. I am going to mention this only once here
but one needs to be careful as to what is done and how. There is a saying I am going to paraphrase
on purpose to circumvent semantics: “Whatever you put out you can expect back.  You use the 
energies beneficially and it will benefit you as well. You abuse the energies and, sooner or later, it
will come back to you as well, one way or the other.

As to what can be achieved at those levels I am going to use myself as an example because you can see
me and I have gone through this myself. Others have as well. For myself:

In 1973 I went through a nasty divorce and was a physical, mental and emotional wreck. Had been in
several accidents, had headaches 7/24 going into tunnel vision migraines, had a long list of allergies
that I was diagnosed as having and my nerves were shot. Was taking medication for all three, three
times a day and when I missed a dose I would experience an asthma like attack in which I would sit
with my mouth open choking for air. Some of the allergies I was diagnosed as having were pollen,
dust and cattle hair.  One weekend I decided to “get away” and did not think about the allergies.  It 
was in the spring time and I went horseback riding, wearing a sheepskin jacket, on a working ranch
where there were plenty of cattle. Helped them with the cutting out of the calves. Plenty of all the
things I was diagnosed as being allergic to and had no problem!!! At the time I was participating
in the Silva Mind control training in which they train to control your own mind. The second evening
I was given a technique to control headaches.  Due to my background I immediately thought: “If I 
can get rid of the headaches I can get rid of the nerves and allergies.”  I stopped taking all 
medications that evening and have had no more problems with any of that for about thirty years.

Next, as the most visible at this time, I have been declared 90% disabled but I do not believe that most
people even realize that I have ANY disability let alone, supposedly, 90%. I take NO medications
for this and, when at all, have very little pain.

Just last week (11-15-04) I had a pre-op consultation and interesting things were found. I have been
working on myself for healing and probably not as much as I should have. Regardless, where it was
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found before that my knees, wrists, back and hip were not in a good shape with my hip being listed
as requiring surgery. NOW the reports on the X-rays were “unremarkable”.   My hip is still the 
same.
Also, while this may be attributed at least part to other factors, I do not believe that most people
would guess my biological age to be going onto 70.
While I can go on an on with examples I am going to pick just some highlights that are useful.
The details given next, in some cases are fairly complete while in other cases there is FAR more to
what is listed. Too much to go into here.

6: Included is some technical documentation about the brain wave levels and some with regards to
what GOOD meditation is about. There are several pages after this dealing with scientific aspects of
brainwaves and the crux of meditation is the usage of these brain waves in the appropriate manner
and this will vary for different purposes. I have galvanic response equipment that measures the
brainwave activity and helps to learn how it feels to be at different levels. In the documentation
about this equipment, when the brain wave frequency is above the range set for the unit will beep.
When in the range the tape player will start and, when below the range both the unit and the tape
player will stop - no sound. When I set the unit to 6 cycles narrow band it covers 5 to 7 cycles. At
that setting I am almost consistently below the range and thus no sound. At broadband and set at 6
cycles it covers 4 to 8 cycles. At this setting I have to work at it to keep having any sound at all
since frequently I still go below this range, thus below 4 cycles. I am not going to claim that this
equipment is as sensitive as full-fledged biofeedback equipment, for the size and cost that would be
impossible at this time. However, it DOES give a fair indication as to where my brain wave level
measures. Regardless, it is easier for me these days to maintain the lower brain wave frequencies
instead of the, for most people, standard beta and alpha ranges. I have a greatly reduced beta output,
virtually no alpha and greatly enhanced theta and delta ranges. Now, pure scientifically, a lower
brain wave frequency means a slower metabolism, which also means a slower aging process. A
negative side effect is that I enjoy food, good food, as much as anyone else but since my body now
requires less food, even a very small deviation of my diet will add weight. Therefore I had to
modify my diet drastically and eat far less than average.
I decided to call the offices of Silva Mind Control where they designed the equipment around 1973?
and verify the validity of the settings and my perception that, when the equipment is silent, one most
likely is below the frequency range selected. They confirmed this and suggested to call Dr George
de Saw (PhD Psychiatry) who worked with Silva Mind control at the time. I did this, had a great
talk with him and he also confirmed my belief. Several of the things I am going to mention I talked
with Dr. De Saw about and he understood all of it, found nothing unusual about the experiences.
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Mediation is the utilization of the NATURAL brain waves in a conscious manner.

What IS meditation:

EVERYONE, unless there is mentally something seriously wrong with the individual = brain dead,
WILL go through these cycles each and every day and night for as long as the brain is active.

One method how brain waves are measured is through bio-feedback and this method is medically and
scientifically proven. EEG tests are brainwave tests and are part of the tests monitoring someone in
critical condition.

In broad terms and (while the exact range is disputed in different philosophies) we have:
(I will use the below figures throughout as a “given” even while disputed by some)

Beta .......... : Above 14 cycles per second
Alpha ........ : Between 7 and 14 cycles per second
“Rem” state : (Rapid Eye Movement) On the border between Alpha and Theta
Theta ......... : Between 4 and 7 cycles per second
Delta .......... : Below 4 cycles per second

To start with the most simple definition of the cycles:

Beta is busy daily activity
Alpha is relaxing, “day dreaming” and light sleep
Theta is deeper sleep
Delta is very deep sleep and coma

EVERY person who is not brain dead WILL go through the cycles, more or less, in the following manner:
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Waking up is coming out of the deeper / slower brain wave cycles into the BETA state.
During the day, depending on the type of activities:
An Athlete training for sports will be more in the Beta state than an office worker etc yet will also go into
the Alpha and Theta states throughout the day.
A person who needs to use his or her mental abilities more than the physical abilities will generally be
more in the Alpha and Theta states than the Beta state. The more demanding the mental abilities are, the
more the person will be in the Alpha and Theta states, to the point of not being consciously fully aware of
the surroundings.
A person spending more than average time in prayer will be more than average in the Alpha and Theta
states.
When one is daydreaming or relaxing one will automatically go more into the Alpha and Theta states.
When finally one goes back to sleep, one will first go through the Alpha and Theta states and than into the
Delta state.
While asleep in the Alpha and Theta state and one is woken up suddenly, one will normally have very
little trouble adjusting to the “awake” state.
As a “norm” one will reach Delta state about one hour after going to sleep and, when suddenly woken up 
while in the Delta state, will generally experience a state of confusion for whatever length of time until
adjusted to the “awake” state.
After reaching the Delta state in sleep, one normally will stay there for a period of time that may last
from, more or less, one to four hours.  At that time one will normally “change consciousness”, change the 
brainwave activity by first going back and forth between the Delta and Theta state in a wave like action
and than higher and higher first into the Alpha and Theta state in the same wave like action and finally
into the Alpha / Beta state in a wave like action until one stabilizes, more or less, in the Beta state and
thus is “awake”.

This describes, in a VERY simplified manner, the natural brain wave activity of EVERY person.
There are many more aspects to the brain wave levels and some of these will be described further.
Of course, the average person is totally unaware of being in the different brain wave levels.

The MAIN thrust of “awareness” and meditation is:
Learning to be aware of the levels of brain wave activity one is in, being as fully conscious as possible of
this and learning to control these levels. With that, being able, at will, to go to the desired brain wave
level and than, in what I call “active meditation”, use these levels for the appropriate purpose.

A side effect of these studies and the use of the brain wave levels in a conscious manner is that:
While the average person will be, more or less, sound asleep in the deeper Theta level, a person trained in
meditation can be, when so desired, fully conscious at the same levels.
The deeper Theta levels are also used for hypnosis, like medical hypnosis, but a person trained, like
myself, cannot be hypnotized. For myself, I have demonstrated that I can be in the higher Delta state
while slowly walking around and talking to people. That is thus well below the level where hypnosis is
used.

Some of the beneficial used that brain wave levels can be used for and manifestations at those levels
while either under hypnosis or otherwise without direct personal control:

Beta(14+ cycles) is a less “creative” state, it is mainly busy activity.
Objective communication.  The Mind uses Beta and it’s biological senses for objective programming 
through objective communication. Beta responds to Alpha-Theta programming
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Physical world, Sight, Sound, Smell, Touch, Taste, Time, Space, OUTER conscious levels, Action.

Alpha (7 - 14 cycles): Light sleep, Relaxing, Resting, Light physical energy recuperation.
Objective - Subjective communication.  Mind uses Alpha and it’s biological and psychic senses for
psychological programming through objective and/or subjective communication and for self Theta
programming.
Superficial inner conscious (sub-conscious levels), No time or space, Thought, Light sleep.

Theta (4 - 7 cycles): Objective - subjective communication. Mind uses Theta for psychological and or
physiological programming through objective and/or subjective communication.
Deeper sub-conscious levels, No time or space, Deeper thought. Medium sleep, Hypnosis levels,
Painless surgery, Painless birth, Physical relaxation, Fluttering of eyelids (at the REM state), Mental
relaxation - lethargy of mind, Eyelid catalepsy, Limbs catalepsy, Catalepsy (inhibition) of isolated
muscle groups, Heavy or floating sensation throughout the entire body, Inhibition of overall
muscular control (voluntary muscles), When under hypnosis the subject starts to become mentally
lethargic and senses either a heaviness or floating sensation throughout the entire body. The subject
becomes more focused on outside stimuli such as the suggestions of the hypnotist. Increased rapport
between the subject and technician.
Automatic movements like arm rotating, numbers block (aphasia), partial amnesia, “glove” 
anesthesia (partial anesthesia), smell and taste changes, analgesia (no pain), partial hallucinations.
As deepening continues, the subject becomes more and more dependent on outside control and the
patient starts to loose self- controlled ability to recall information. Outside suggestions by the
technician can cause the subject to loose, through suggestion, self-control over his visualization and
imagination, resulting in positive and/or negative hallucinations upon suggestion by the technician.
Ability to open eyes without affecting trance. Bizarre post hypnotic suggestions (post effects),
hallucinations visual and auditory, anesthesia (no feeling), Complete anesthesia, Plenary or comatose
trance via suggestion.

Note: These levels are used in hypnoanalysis, depth psychology, deep psychotherapy, faster and more
effective conditioning in mental anesthesia, surgery (medical and dental), childbirth, control of
bleeding etc.

Delta (4 cycles and below): Very deep sleep, unconsciousness, coma, suspended animation (also where
people recover from apparent death.

= = = = = = =

Some examples as to how the meditative levels, while used in full awareness, can be utilized:

1: On December 28, 2000 I wanted to fly to Holland to be with my mother. Calling the airlines they just
about laughed at me: “It is between Christmas and New Year, there are NO flights available.”  That 
night, December 28, while in meditation I received the “message”: “It is time to go to Holland. Your 
mother will pass away on the night of the 2nd and you need to be by her side to help her. “   When I 
called the airlines on 12-29 I had SIX options to fly with the lowest cost at $600.00, CA to
Amsterdam round trip. I flew out and found that the hospital had made special, highly unusual,
arrangements by placing my mother in a separate room in which they also placed a bed for me so that
I could stay by her side. My mother was, and had been, in a coma for several days of which fact the
hospital had not informed me. I had been cautioned that it was quite apparent from her facial
expressions that she was quite distraught. Upon arrival I immediately went to deep Theta level and
mentally projected to her while she was in the coma that I was at her bedside and that she could relax.
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This was a quite large hospital. Within an hour several physicians came to look because the staff had
informed them that there was an extraordinary change (improvement) in the demeanor of my mother.
My mother crossed over on the night of the 2nd at 1 a.m. as I was informed would happen. That
evening I had gone to sleep for a while and mentally asked to be awake when the time would come. I
woke up about ½ hour before the moment, was wide awake and heard her last little sigh. There is
more to this yet but this is enough for now.

2: I had a molar filled and, on the way home I got an excruciating pain in the molar. Using the
meditative techniques I killed the pain. When I went back to the dentist the next day I was asked
whether I had no pain and when I told him that I had killed the pain he told me that the molar had
split and the nerve was bare.

3: I broke a bone in my hand and my hand was put in a cast. The Dr. told me that it would be six weeks
before this could come off.  I told him: ”No, one week”.  A week later I went back and asked him to
remove the cast. I first had to convince him by having him take another x-ray and he could not
believe that indeed the bone had healed. (Should be able to be documented from medical records)

4: At one time I had severe migraine headaches (tunnel vision), bad allergies and my nerves were
“shot”.  I needed to take medication for all three, three times a day or I would get an asthma like 
attack during which I would sit my mouth open choking for air. Using a meditation technique I
learned one evening I used this technique to get rid of all three problems and stopped taking all that
medication that very evening. No more problems from either of the three and that is over thirty years
ago.

5: I went to Las Vegas with a friend. It had been a quite busy week and we arrived at the hotel at 1 pm.
The plans were to do some gambling, Have dinner, Take in a show and go dancing.
Due to the busy week and the travel I was exhausted. Told my friend that I would lay down for an
hour and that I would be OK after that. I went immediately to the appropriate deep Theta level where
I stayed exactly one hour. At that point I got up and my friend asked whether I had a good sleep. My
response was: “I was not asleep.  As a matter of fact, you went into the bathroom and, using the
bathroom phone, made a reservation at ...... restaurant at ......... while talking softly with the door
closed. (Large rooms)
One hour at that level (while fully conscious - SUPER conscious) is, more or less, equal to six hours
sleep. We did all the things we had planned and, at 1 a.m., I was still not tired.

I can go on with this since there are many more examples but this should be sufficient. The reason I used
myself is because this is not hearsay, I experienced it myself.
In fact, I have a list of things that, with their partial description, is several pages long of events that can be
classified as “unusual” yet beneficial.

===============================
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The following are some articles pulled down from the Internet:
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Brain wave levels (from other sources)
While the actual numbers are open to debate, just accept them as generalized parameters

The aspects given below are for people who do NOT use meditative techniques to control their own mind.
People trained in the proper techniques can go to ANY of these levels at will and with full control.

Beta: 14 cycles and above. Physical world, Sight, Sound, Smell, Touch, Taste, Time, Space, OUTER
conscious levels, Action
Objective communication: mind uses beta and it’s biological senses for objective programming through 
objective communication. Beta responds to alpha and theta programming.

Alpha: 7 to 14 cycles.  “Spiritual” world, INNER conscious levels, NO time, NO space, ESP, Thought,
Light relaxation, “Day dreaming”, Light sleep
Objective - Subjective communication.  Mind uses alpha and it’s biological and psychic senses for 
psychological programming through objective and/or subjective (ESP) communication and for self theta
programming.

REM state is the border between alpha and theta.

Theta: “Spiritual” world, Inner conscious levels, No time, No space, ESP, thought, Medium deep sleep.
Objective - subjective communication. Mind uses theta for psychological and/or physiological
programming through objective and/or subjective (ESP) communication. These levels are also used for
self hypnosis and hypnosis.

Typical manifestations ate levels of hypnosis, depending on the depth:
Physical relaxation, Physical recuperation, Physical, Emotional and Mental healing; Mental relaxation,
lethargy of Mind, Eyelid catalepsy, Arm/leg catalepsy, Catalepsy (inhibition) of isolated muscle groups,
Heavy or floating feeling (throughout the entire body), Complete muscular control inhibition.
The subject starts to become mentally lethargic and senses either a heaviness or floating feeling
throughout his/her entire body; The subject becomes more focused on outside stimuli such as suggestions
of the technician. Rapport between subject and operator; Automatic movements (arm rotating);
Numbers block (aphasia); Partial amnesia; Glove anesthesia; Smell, taste and hearing changes - generally
enhanced; Amnesia - also post-hypnotic effects; Analgesia (no pain); Partial hallucinations.
As deepening continues the subject becomes more and more dependent on outside suggestions and
outside control and the patient starts to loose self-controlled ability to recall information. Outside
suggestions by the technician can cause the subject to loose, through suggestion, self-control of his
visualization and imagination, resulting in positive and/or negative hallucinations upon suggestion by the
technician.
Ability to open eyes without affecting trance; Bizarre post-hypnotic suggestions (post effects);
Hallucinations - positive or negative visual and auditory; Anesthesia (no feeling); Complete anesthesia;
Complete amnesia; Age regression; Plenary or comatose trance via suggestion.
These levels are used in hypnoanalysis, depth psychology, deep psychotherapy, revivification type of age
regression, for faster and more effective conditioning in mental anesthesia, surgery - both mental and
dental, painless childbirth, control of bleeding and more.

Delta: DEEP sleep; Unconsciousness; Coma.
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Typical manifestation for trained people

Through exercises to control the mind through control of the brain wave frequencies a person begins to
focus attention and develop better management of experiencing and controlling inner and outer stimuli.
The person is always in complete control while doing these exercises and is able to accept or reject
anything at any level of the mind.

Through repeated practice of functioning at these levels the person develops points of reference for self-
controlled awareness of experiences, improved body functioning, enhanced ability for greater impression
of information and recall, increased sensory functioning, increased self-management for control over
physical functioning and discomfort and increased self-controlled visualization and imagination. The
person who has learned self-control at these levels cannot be made to hallucinate by suggestion. A
thoroughly trained person cannot be hypnotized.

Through repeated practice of using self-controlled visualization and imagination the person can obtain
information reliably at a subjective level which can be verified and can be used for problem solving. At
the deepest levels the person can learn to maintain self-control over faculties of visualization and
imagination, maintain ability to answer and ask questions and enhance ability to recall.
No testing of the levels is necessary in this kind of mind control (but can be readily verified through bio-
feedback equipment) because the purpose of such mind control conditioning is programming for
subjective communication and receiving such information subjectively is the test.

Research with EEG equipment is laboratory has demonstrated that some people, experienced in such
mind control, produce an increased percentage of theta frequencies while they are functioning at the
deeper levels. Some of these people have been found to produce increased delta while maintaining full
awareness.

=====================
Note:
I am one of the people who can function fully while at the theta level and even at the upper delta level.
Interestingly enough I now produce very little alpha and a reduced level of beta. In contrast, my theta
level is greatly increased and my delta level is also disproportionately high.

Demonstrations have been done where a trained yogi folded himself into a small glass cage which was
sealed and suspended in clear view under water for 30 minutes. After that time the yogi came out of the
box in perfect condition. What he was able to do was to go into suspended animation by going to a very
deep delta level.
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Meditation, with the proper techniques, can achieve “remarkable” results.
One of THE biggest “problems” learning to meditate properly is that meditation cannot be forced.

Relax and Enjoy

Force is quite the opposite from what one would try to achieve, one must learn to relax.
Certain misunderstood facts are that:
NO prior training is needed.
NO special education is needed.
NO special positions must be utilized like certain lotus positions. Quite obviously, a disabled person
cannot attain such a lotus position but this does not preclude the ability to meditate.
NO set times are a must.  If that were the case, this would mean “forcing” meditation to some extent.  
Therefore, the proper time for meditation is only determined by time availability and can be done at ANY
place that one feels comfortable with. To be drastic, one can sit on the toilet and meditate if so desired.
The main requirements are a tranquil surrounding, for most people. When trained, people can meditate at
almost ANY location. Personally I can easily go to the theta meditation level even in a busy restaurant.
Delta level is more difficult but even that I have done (limited) in very busy places.
The length of meditation is also variable according to whatever is comfortable.
Regardless, I recommend to try to set a regular time apart IF POSSIBLE and attempt to increase the
length of time one meditates. Also, the location CAN help.
While none of these are absolute requirements, a certain routine will tend to build energies of it’s own and 
the location does the same thing.

While there are many different techniques for meditation, the first things must be understood clearly as
outlined in the previous pages. Meditation is a very NATURAL state and every person goes through the
different levels every day and night of his/her life. Certain religious people have claimed that meditation
is “against the Bible” and that is saying that being alive is against the Bible since everyone goes thought 
the different brain wave frequencies aver day and night.  In “scientific” meditation one learns to control 
and utilize the natural occurring brain wave frequencies.  I have also asked some of these people: “What 
do you think Jesus did when he went into the dessert?”  Guaranteed, He went to meditative levels.
Purely scientifically it are the brain wave frequencies that control the level of meditation. One can learn
to recognize the feeling of the different brain wave levels and than utilize the recognition of the feeling to
go back to the desired level.
Some of the techniques are purely passive. One goes to meditation level (frequently unknown what level)
and just sits and relaxes. While this is also a healthy type of technique I personally use (most of the time)
what I call an active meditation technique.
First one learns what each brain wave level can be used for, next learns to recognize the feeling of being
at such a level, next one starts working on whatever one desires at the appropriate brain wave level. As
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an example of something people frequently do not recognize as meditation: Painless child birth utilizes
the theta brain wave levels which, among a variety of other aspects, are the brain wave levels for hypnosis
and self hypnosis.

To quote two experiences I just went through myself (March 2005).
When my Dr. ordered several tests the results were rather alarming. As a matter of fact, he made the
verbatim statement: “You are a walking heart attack waiting to happen.”  The result of course were a 
battery of heart tests which included a simulated treadmill, using nuclear medicine since I have physical
disabilities that preclude using the treadmill. The nuclear injection simulates heavy exercising like
running for some time. This would of course increase the heart rate and normally the blood pressure.
I asked whether it was OK to use meditative techniques and the cardiologist gave his permission.
Normally I have a slightly elevated blood pressure (without medication) and had not taken medications
for several days. The nurse monitoring my blood pressure told one of the other nurses that she felt quite
useless since, where the blood pressure of other people would go up, mine went down from 147 to 112.
The next test was the dye test (angiogram) and I was given a local for that while being told that I could
observe the procedure. I preferred to use my meditation techniques again and was given the OK.
The anaesthesiologist told me that he was going to give me the local medication. Using my meditation
techniques I was totally “out” within 30 seconds, have absolutely NO recollection of the cardiologist 
coming in or performing the procedure.  The next thing I know I heard the cardiologist say: ”Everything 
was fine, no follow-up needed”.  I looked at him (fully conscious) and asked him: “You are done 
already?” and told him that I had no recollection of anything.
It is also “interesting” to note that, while TWO previous blood panel tests came up with “life threatening” 
the blood panel done this time, within a few weeks of the other two tests, came up completely normal!
For this I utilized special meditative techniques once I knew what was going on and what needed
attention.

Here I want to also draw your attention to the incident I had in 1973 as detailed on page 4 where I got rid
of severe problems with migraine head aches, nerves and allergies in a matter of NO time - INSTANT the
same evening I was given the technique to do so.  I am nothing “exceptional”, anyone can do this.
No, it is not difficult at all, like anything else, it is just a matter of knowing WHAT it is we are dealing
with, learn the technique(s) how to deal with whatever it is and DO it.

While the above is obviously quite drastic, I am going to give a list of quite a few other experiences and
start with one thing YOU can try immediately yourself, as long as you can relax and use visualization.
The number of experiences given should show that there are just too many to be “coincidental”.  Realize 
that the examples given are by no means the only experiences, there are many more.

Personal experience but easily repeatable:
1: I will start with a very simple one, it is fun and quite effective. I believe that anyone of you here can

do this right now as long as you can use visualization so you can prove it for yourself and I
encourage you to do so, it may show you that, where there is no “scientific” documentation for it the 
method works. The same with the other aspects I will present but much my not be as easy to prove.
Is anyone familiar with San Francisco? Do you know the corner of Sutter and Powell, right above
Union Square? It is a VERY busy corner. Parking at ANY time is extremely difficult there and in
particular right after work hours.
We used to have training meetings in the hotel right on the corner and I used a visualization
technique in order to get a parking space right in front of the hotel. We held five training sessions
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that all lasted six days, Tuesday through Friday in the evenings starting at 7 plus Saturday and
Sunday all day. That makes thus thirty days. Out of the thirty days I missed twice. All other twenty
eight days I drove right up in front of the hotel and parked, at times bypassing a perfectly good spot
half a block away.
Try this for yourself and see what happens. The way you do this is to start at least a few hours
before by visualizing yourself driving up to the spot you want (and know is legal parking) and
visualize yourself parking your car safely in that spot. Repeat this same visualization as many times
as you realistically can do but, I would suggest, not less than ten times total. As I said, this is VERY
easy and you can do this right now, no additional training needed. There are certain other aspects
involved here and one of them is how well and strong you visualize. For myself, the fun thing was
that I beat the instructor out of the space.

Abuse of energies - Personal experience:
2: How NOT to use the energies. It IS possible to use energies to influence other people and to obtain

information. In one example I tried to use it in a non-beneficial way in a relationship I was in.
There is a certain visualization technique that can be used and, around 1974, I was in a relationship
that was not going the way I wanted it at the time.  Since at the time I thought that “I knew it all” 
(was I ever wrong), I decided to use this technique to see whether I could improve the relationship.
In this technique the other person is visualized in a certain manner and than one starts working on
attaining the change desired. When I started the visualization of this person she came up with her
arms crossed in front of her, NOT what I intended. I immediately dropped my attempt. The next
morning I got a phone call from her and she asked me: “Did you try to work on me last night?  Don’t 
ever do that again!”
This is one of the things I shared with Dr. De Saw today and he was quite familiar with the method.

Protection - Personal experience:
3: While I give the examples while dealing with the for myself only most, if not all, can be utilized on a

much larger scale when handled by multiple people.
In two situations I was exposed to energies from two different people. One a regional manager and
in the other case a Montgomery Ward store manager................
The first one happened in 1976. I was employed as trouble shooting manager by the largest optical
company in the US, the parent company is Cole National and one of their ventures is dispensing
optical places as well as optometry. They own the Pearl Vision chain as well as Sears Optical and
others. I was quite successful and some people felt threatened. At one point I knew that somebody
was backstabbing me and I did not know who this came from. Did not need to know that and used a
certain visualization technique to counter this. Within two weeks my immediate supervisor was
transferred back to Phoenix where she came from and fired. The backstabbing stopped.
The same company also used to own the Montgomery Ward Optical outlets and in 1992, after they
had begged me to help them with major problems, I was working in one of the Montgomery Ward
Optical outlets, revitalizing that department. While there I got in an industrial accident and the
Montgomery Ward store manager was found to be the one to blame. I settled the situation and in
1994 I felt a very unpleasant energy hitting me while I was at home, 75 miles from where the
Montgomery Ward sore was located. I immediately countered that one and found out that the store
manager was fired within two weeks after this event.

Protection - Personal experience:
4: Protection can be done in another manner as well and here I will mention what I do when I travel.

When driving, I visualize a protective energy field around my car and myself, one that extends at
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least 3' all around the car. Now I will give three instances that I believe are a result from this.
In the first one I was driving down a busy 2 lane street in Berkeley. It had just been raining a bit. A
bus started pulling out in front of me while another bus approached from the other direction. I put
on my brakes and nothing happened, I just slid. I was bracing myself for the impact with the front
wheel of the bus that had started to pull out since I certainly was not even going to try to swerve into
a head on with the other bus. At the last moment, while I did nothing, my car moved slightly to the
left and missed both busses by a few inches.
In the second incident I was driving in the slow lane on the freeway. Hear a loud screeching sound
behind me and, when I looked in my rearview mirror, I saw a car laying on it’s side and sliding at 
high speed with it’s chassis toward me.  About 3' behind me that car swerved and spun behind me.
In the third eventI was traveling on a road just south of San Jose nick named “blood ally” because 
of the many accidents there. This road was two lanes each direction with turn-outs for people
making a left turn. It had been raining heavily and there was a sheet of water on the road. Two cars
ahead of me the car started to make a left turn but did not go fully into the left turn lane. The car
ahead of me slammed into the right rear corner of the car that was turning and spun sideways
blocking both the fast lane in which I was driving and ½ of the slow lane. My car swerved so
strongly that it was on two wheels for a moment and swerved around the car in front of me while I
never slid or lost control.

Personal experience - Protection:
5: In 1974 I was living in the country by myself with my animals and meditated a lot more than now.

My most favorite time was at night just before going to sleep. I would sit up against the head of the
bed, go to theta level and stay there for whatever length of time I felt comfortable with, a few times
as long as 4 hours. That night I could feel my brain wave frequency go down but it would go right
back up again.  Could not get to the level I wanted to be.  I was tired and thought: “It is late and I am
tired, let’s just go to sleep.”  At that moment I felt a cold drought come through the room, from my 
open door to the open window and thought that is was getting cold. Got up to close the window and
found that it was not cold at all. At that time I did not know any better and just went to sleep. The
next morning I left the house and got back in the afternoon. Approaching the house I KNEW that
something was wrong. One of my cats always would meet me on the road and so she did this day. I
knew that she would not want to go into the house but held her firmly and did get her into the house.
However, I felt that the focus of the energy came from the bedroom and I walked with her to the
bedroom. She literally CLAWED herself out of my arms, was NOT going into that room. By that
time it felt like my hair was standing straight up. I was let to use a certain other technique and, after
preparing myself in which I was led to make a simple wooden cross, walked into the bedroom and
sat on the edge of the bed in front of a poster I have had for many years. See the images below.
This while I certainly do not regard myself as a super religious person.
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Instantly it felt like a peaceful cocoon of energy around me in an egg shape. Almost immediately I
felt a VERY angry energy hitting that cocoon but could not penetrate that. This cocoon was buffeted
for, I believe, about 20 or 30 minutes, I forgot. At that moment there was a kind of a whoosh and the
unpleasant energy was gone. At the same time my cat walked into the room and jumped on the bed
next to me.
I found out that a man had committed suicide in that room. I learned some other things from this
and was able to get rid of the energy permanently.
Again, this is one of the things I shared with Dr. De Saw today and he also knew exactly what I was
talking about and what I did.

This also touches on the fact of posttraumatic stress, being exposed to the energies and, in some
cases and places, energies can be seen and heard, in particular in battlefields but other places as well.
Some of the civil war battlefields are known for this and so are some of the areas in Italy close to
Rome where, at times, people can hear chariots going down the road. As with everything else, there
is a whole lot more to this.

Helping others, Personal experience Connected with OBE and Astral Travel:
6: My mother used to live in Amsterdam while I lived in California. First of all, I called her one time

for Christmas and “saw” her standing at the phone.  I also saw something that looked like either
snow or fog outside and asked her about this. She told me that it was snowing. I continued by
complimenting her on the dress she was wearing and her remark was: Oh, you are into THAT
again.” 
Throughout her life she had health problems, specifically with her heart. On four occasions, during
major surgery, she had to be brought back on the operating table, twice with open heart massage.
On three occasions I got the sudden urge to call her and there was no answer on the phone. My time
was 11 pm and it was thus 7 am in Amsterdam. The name of a hospital came to me instantly
(different hospital all three times) and I called the hospital. While my mother had not informed me,
it was the day of another major surgery. I told her that there would be no complications and there
were none. The same thing happened while she was visiting me in California and she had to have
her gall bladder removed. Again, no complications.

Helping others, Personal experience:
7: Again, this is one of the things I shared with Dr. De Saw today and he also knew exactly what I was

talking about and what I did.
My mother knew about my studies and was afraid of death. Because of this and because she knew

about my studies we made the agreement that I would be by her side when her time would come. In
2000 she had been in a large hospital/care facility for a few years after she had a fall and was too
scared to live by herself any longer. April that year I received a fax from the Dr. in charge telling
me that it looked like the time for my mother was close. I went to meditation level and found that it
was not her time yet so I called them and told them so. December 28 I received another
communication telling me again that they thought her time was close. This time, when I went into
meditation, I was not sure so I called the airlines. They just about laughed when I asked about
available flights and told me: “It is right between Christmas an New Year.  ALL the flights are 
booked solid and there is a waiting list.”  That night, when I went into meditation again, I got the 
words: “The time is now.  You need to go now and she will cross over on the night of the 2nd of
January.”  The next morning I called the airlines again and had an option of six different flights with
the most economical flight costing $ 600.00 round trip between San Francisco and Amsterdam. I
booked a flight and arrived in Amsterdam on the morning of the 1st. When I got to the hospital I was
met by the head of nursing who told me that they had made an unusual arrangement, they had put
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her into a separate room with a 2nd bed for me so that I could stay with her day and night. I thanked
her and told her that my work would not begin until the moment she crossed over. The lady did not
bat an eye and told me that when that moment would come to just let the staff know and the
room would be mine for as long as I would need it. Next she told me that I would find that my
mother was in a coma and that her demeanor would show that she was quite disturbed. I told her
that I would take care of that. Approaching the room, at a distance of about 40 feet, my emotional
state became rock steady. Entering the room I could indeed see that she was quite disturbed and
immediately went to deep theta level and mentally projected to her that I was by her side and that
everything was under control. Within an hour three different physicians came to look at the
difference in her demeanor, which was totally at peace and had been since immediately after I
arrived and communicated with her. That day I left for a few hours taking care of some legal matters
but was back by the evening and stayed there through the night during which her condition was
unremarkable. By the early evening of the 2nd I went to sleep for a few hours and projected that I
wanted to be awake and by her side when the time would come. I woke up around midnight and by
2 am when she crossed over I was sitting right beside her and heard her last breath. Immediately
went to the staff and told them that the time for my work was now. They went with me to the room
and verified that she had gone. Told me that they would lock the door from the outside but I could
open the door from the inside and that the room was mine for as long as I would need it. There is
too much her to go into but let me state that I was able to join her “on the other side” and help her 
through the initial stages, right up to “The Pearly Gates” which were still closed, she was not ready 
to go through yet. At that moment it was time for me to come back, which I did. However, 10 days
later, in the middle of the night I woke up and “saw” my mother ready to go through the Gates while 
she wistfully looked over her shoulder. I merged with her and together we went through the Gates
where I stopped and she went on. Again, there is more involved here but too much to go into here.

Astral Travel, Second hand information but I talked with the people:
8: A woman in San Francisco was quite adept at astral travel and her business was travel agent. She

was quite successful and put international trips together for people and listed places for them to visit
that would fit in with their likes and dislikes. The people would come back raving and asked her
how she knew about these out-of-the-way places and she would respond: “Oh, I have been there.”  
Now here is an example where the ability was used to mutual advantage. She helped the people
enjoy their trip and she was making a nice income. Obviously it is also possible to abuse this ability
but that is highly unadvisable since this will always get back to the person so abusing this, in one
way or another.

Far Viewing, Documented - Government program STARGATE:
9: The United States government uses something that is called “far viewing”.I have two books, one of

which is written by F. Holmes Atwater, the man who was in charge of the setup of the training
which was, and I believe still is, conducted at the Monroe Institute. I have another book by Robert
Monroe.
Next are copies of the covers.
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Out of Body Experiences:
10: Have you heard about people who, while on the operating table, had an out-of-body experience?

People having near death experiences and may come back with either a profound positive change in
their personality or a nasty personality change, like a different person? People having a nasty
personality change and/or split personality after heavy drug abuse, heavy drinking abuse or severe
illness?
When in these situations the connection between the physical body and psyche has been weakened.
Look at the experience described in example # 5.  Energies from people who have not “gone on” are 
involved here.

***** While I was not going to do so yet I will need to clarify this better.
A VERY simplified graph is attached but remember that ALL is pure energy, there is no such a thing
as time, space, right, left, up, down, forward or backward. The graph is just to simplify the idea. All
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is energy vibrations of different frequencies and intensities, all of them of a higher vibration than the
earth plane.
Associated with this, have you ever heard of people who heard drums playing, generally at night, in
areas like Mesa Verde? With the American Indians also known as in the areas of the Old Ones
specifically and more?
Using the example of my mother in # 7. When one crosses over one will go through several stages
that all are purely different energy levels. When one states that the soul never dies that is correct.
One can also phrase this the psyche of the person. At the time of death one first goes through the
lower astral which can also be seen as a window looking back at the physical life left behind. For
various reasons people may not want to go past this stage. It is quite closely related to the physical
stage only there is no physical body. Reasons can include people who were quite dependent on their
partner or very much in love with their partner and just do not want to “let go”.  This is where the 
“contacts” happen that people experience at times after their partner is gone.  While there are 
certainly situations where this is pathological it is by no means all the time, at times, when people
say that they know that their partner is still with them, this can be quite correct. This is also where
people have experienced that their “dead” partner has saved them from harm.  In this kind of a 
situation it is quite likely that the “dead” partner will stick around until it is time for the other person
to cross over.  People have even experienced that their loved one was “with them” when they were 
on their deathbed.
People who “died” and had been extremely dependent on their partner may actually cause some 
problems after they ‘died’ and, while their partner is frequently relieved to be out from under the
pressure from the partner that ‘died’ they may complain that the dead partner will not leave them 
alone and this is quite true while at other times this can be pathological as well.
Next you have people who are quite confused, never knew what to believe what would happen at the
time of death and are afraid to go on. This in particular for people who were overly afraid during the
time they were alive.
Next there are people who lived a quite beneficial type of life and were always out to help other
people. Such people, once crossed over, may elect to stay in the lower astral to help the less
fortunate like was their wont during the time they were in the physical body.
Another type of personality entirely are those who lived a violent type of life including criminals and
others. People who lived a life during which they enjoyed taking advantage of other people also fall
in this category.  These people are afraid of going to their “second death” since that is a time where 
the psyche MUST face the life they have lived. In particular the people from the violent and
criminal group are those that can cause very unpleasant experiences like the one I went through in
example # 4. These entities are those who are encountered as poltergeists and similar experiences.
They can also, and frequently try to, push out the psyche of a weakened person and now we have a
person with a nasty personality change or we may have a split personality which in fact is better
called a dual personality. The physical body has become co-host to both the original psyche and the
one attempting to take over. When people play with the so called commercial type of seance or with
the Ouija board, they actually are dealing with energies of this level and mostly with the latter
described energies. NOT a very beneficial type.

After the initial lower astral there is an energy level that is quite placid and this can be an energy
level that can be seen as a level where thingsare “on hold”.  One example I can give here where this 
can be beneficial. Someone I know found out that her father had died six months prior and her
family had not bothered to tell her. Needless to say, she was in a bad state of inner turmoil. I told
her and her husband (who was one of my students in 1984) to come back to my place in
Mena where they had just visited (they were in Dallas at that time) and I helped her to make contact
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with her father at that level. His psyche had stayed there for this purpose. She was able to do so and
was thus able to get closure.
I have shared THIS aspect with Dr. De Saw and again he was “with me” on this.

After this level one gets t what we call the antechamber to the Chamber of Osiris. This is where the
“Self” has to face their “second death” which is an extreme unpleasant experience (hell) for those 
people whose life has been less than “clean”.  On the other hand, for people who lived a life style 
where they helped other people within reason and did not “live to take advantage” of other people, 
this energy level is a breeze like it was with my mother when I “walked” her through this. 

The next level is what we call the actual “Chamber of Osiris” where the psyche is further cleansed 
and prepared for the final phase, the actual passing of the “Pearly Gates”.  The name of this is quite 
appropriate as I will list next.  In this “Chamber” (remember that all is pure energy of some level and 
NOT anything physical) one will go through the final preparations to go through the Gate. Here are
also what is called the Guardians of the Gate and these are rather purified energies. I have
experienced them as golden white pulsating, undulating spheres of powerful energy. Once through
the Gates the energies change to a VERY intense, pure and beautiful aspect. This is why these Gates
are called the Pearly Gates, due to the intense energies and some of the depictions are quite correct.
When people are ready for this or almost ready like with some of the people who have “returned 
from death” describe, these people have no longer any fear of death and actually hunger to go back 
to the glimpse they have experienced. For uninitiated people and people who are not ready for this
the energies can be so intense as to cause severe emotional upheaval.
I will attach a graph I have made showing what happens in simple form.
This is actually where I went through with my mother and shared this again with Dr. De Saw.

The next page will show a VERY simplified graph of what the levels are.
Let me stress here that this is something that I have first hand experience with.
Due to circumstances I have been right up to the Portal twice, one time when I was unconscious for
15 hours after an accident and once actually THROUGH The Portals when I was called upon to help
my mother with her physical death.
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11: OBE. Has anyone ever had an Out of Body Experience here? Any unusual dreams?  Any “altered 
state of awareness” during which certain things suddenly became crystal clear?  Your senses 
suddenly were much more acute than “normal”?  This is normally associated with an OBE whether 
you are aware of it or not.
Let me give you some other food for thought:
First of all, has anyone ever experienced a curious jerking or minor “jolt” feeling right at the 
`moment when you were about to fall asleep or right at the moment you were waking up? Guess
what....., when falling asleep you were about to go OBE, whether you were aware of this or not and,
right at the moment of waking up is when you came out of the OBE.
Science had proven conclusively that, as a rule, everyone goes through a certain brainwave sequence
when one goes asleep. This starts for the average person in the beta level and, in a wave like
fashion, goes in and out beta - alpha, deeper to alpha - theta, deeper yet to theta - delta. During this
time frequency impulse variations are observed. Once a person reaches the deeper delta level the
frequency impulse variations may almost completely cease for a period of around an hour after
which the reverse process takes place until one reaches the full awake state.
I believe that all will agree that when you go to sleep, normal sleep and not sleep from exhaustion or
induced by drugs or alcohol, and you are woken up right after you go to sleep, you are quite instantly
wide awake. You were in the alpha theta levels.
When you have been asleep for a while, say about 30 minutes or so, and are than woken up
suddenly, you might feel a bit of confusion but not much. You were in the theta - delta levels.
When you have been in deep sleep for a bit, say 1 ½ hrs or so, and are woken up quite suddenly you
may well feel totally disoriented for a moment? You were in the deep delta level.
Do you have any logical explanation for this?
What happened was that you were Out of Body at the time. While right before, when there was
possible a little confusion, you were ready to go out of body.
Some of the dreams are actually a bleed-through from the time that you were out of body.
There is a whole lot more to dreams and this is dealt with in the book I am writing at this time. In
the meditation techniques I use, the same like several other types of training, the first aim is to attain
the different brainwave frequency levels at will and, in the technique I use, one goes to work on
whatever aspect one wants to.  In different philosophies and approaches people are taught to “still 
their mind” and just sit quietly without thinking about anything at all.
For the people in western society this is rather difficult to do (for most people) and it is those people
like yogis, who can spend all day, every day on this, who can attain this more readily. For people in
the western society, while it is an ideal, the best one can generally achieve is a quieting of the mind
without attaining a full “nothing” - blank.  Also, as mentioned above, I aim at actually “getting to 
work” when the proper level has been achieved.

12: Has anyone ever experienced that, in particular when working on something, you might wake up in
the middle of the night and have a much better perception of what you are working on? You were
much more clear headed and ascribed this to the rest you just had? While this is partially true it is
only part. As an example of this, you might have been quite tired when you went to sleep and this
moment of clear headed experience was after only a few hours of sleep. Obviously that would not
be sufficient to be truly rested and clear headed.
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There are very good reasons for this and that has to do with the interference of the energies of the
people in the area around you, more so in town than out in the country. During the day the energies
are generally quite “busy”and cause interference with clear thought on a higher plane. Many people
have the wrong idea about the “midnight gatherings” of the wise people.  Of course, the “midnight” 
gathering of “witches” is one of the best known in this regard.  This is also fostered by those people
who frankly do not know what they are talking about and what they are dealing with. Those people
are relatively safe just because their lack of knowledge. For those people who know just a little
more, they are playing with fire.
Originally the gatherings of truly GOOD people were at around 12 midnight and the reason was that,
at that time, 12 midnight was about the middle of the night, between the time that most people went
to bed and the time they would get up. It is also interesting to note that the word “witch” is seen as 
bad (rightly so by virtue of the people one hears about), yet the word “wizard” is seen as 
complimentary. However, as it may be, what YOU have been dealing with is the time period that is
now the middle of the night and this time period is where the energies of the general area around you
are the most dormant, causing the least interference.

Psychics - Documented:
13: You most likely know that police uses psychics on occasion so I don’t have to say more about that.

The only thing I want to state here is that, while this is not “scientifically proven”, the results 
obtained show that this is viable.

Personal experience - Re energizing Self:
14: I went to Las Vegas with a friend and we intended to go gambling, dancing, see a show, have dinner

and more. We arrived at Caesars Palace by 1 pm and, since I hade a very busy day behind me, I was
quite tired.  I told my friend: “I am going into deep meditation for an hour after which I will be fine.”  
I laid down and did as I said I would. At that level your senses become also more acute. After an
hour I got up and my friend asked whether I had a good sleep.  I told her: “I did not sleep, and as a 
matter of fact, you went into the bathroom, closed the door and with a soft voice you made
reservations at ...... restaurant at ......”  She could not believe that I had heard that.
As you may have noticed on the board, I used the same technique on the 20th......
We did all we had intended to do and by 1 am I was still not tired.

Verifiable through medical records:
15: I had broken the bone in my hand and it was put in a cast. The Dr. told me that it would take six

weeks to heal and I told him: “No, it will take oneweek.”  A week later I went back and asked him 
to take the cast off. He argued that it was not healed yet but, after going back and forth for a bit I
convinced him to take another X-ray.  He did and told me: “I don’t believe it, it is healed” and took 
the cast off.

Personal experience but well documented:
16: Has anyone ever walked fire? The coals are measure at over 1300 degrees. I have walked fire

together with a large group.  Logic and “science” states that this cannot be done yet it is well know 
that it IS done by quite a few people. Mind over matter!

Personal experience:
17: Meditation and pot. Also alcohol.

I am not taking a stance here for or against pot. As a matter of fact, it is my belief that pot is quite
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harmless and if people want to smoke that it should be allowed. I feel that alcohol is far more
harmful (still drink something once in a while). I have smoked myself in order to find out what it
does. For myself I have found that pot takes me to the same level that I can go to at will, virtually
instantaneously, any time of the day or night, stay there (most of the time) as long as I want and have
absolutely no side effects. As a matter of fact, I am more relaxed (as with pot) but also wide-awake
and full of energy after a longer session at the theta level. However, what may be hard to believe, I
can also control the effects of both pot and alcohol. Two examples here. When I was still smoking I
had dinner with a friend during which we both consumed a bottle of wine. After that we sat on the
beach and smoked pot. I got hit hard from the combined effect and fell of the log I was sitting on. I
got up, shook my head and told my friend: “That is enough, let’s go home.”  I was cold sober and no 
effect from the pot.  She was sitting there with her mouth open and asked: “How did you do that?”  
On two occasions I had told people that the effect from alcohol could be controlled. The last time
was about 4 years ago and was with two people who are trained in meditation. They did not believe
me and we did an experiment in which I consumed 2/3 of a bottle of Tequila and, while I allowed
myself a minor reaction by becoming a little more loose, I was cold sober.
At this time I do not smoke and have not for many years since I do not like being “out of control” 
and see no point in going to the effort to kill the effect. Not when I can go to the same level using
meditation, do it instantly, does not cost me anything and do not have to be concerned about the law.

Personal experience:
18: While I worked as superintendent of Prison Industries I was away from where I lived five days a

week since it was too far to commute. At the time I was supposed to be in a committed relationship
with someone but would see her only on the weekends. One day I got off work and called the
woman I was supposedly in the relationship with and asked her: “Well, do you want to tell me about 
it?”  There was dead silence on the other end and than she asked me: “How did you know?”  30 
minutes earlier she was in bed with someone else.

Personal experience but easily verifiable, Information needed:
19: While I was in California I had an extremely busy office, worked normally until 11 or 12 at night,

sometimes later. This particular night I intended to work late again but, at about 6, I got the sudden
urge to go home, KNEW that I had to be home for something. I went home, walked in the door and
smelled something like shrimp. I had eaten shrimp the night before but had taken all the waste out
of the house so could not figure where this smell came from. Looked around and saw nothing.
Walked back out the door towards a friend outside but about 20' from the front door I turned around
and saw flames hitting the ceiling in the front room. Dove back inside, grabbed the fire extinguisher
and killed the fire. When the fire department got there they told me that, since the house was old and
tinder dry. It would have been a torch if I had been two minutes later.

Auric energies:
20: Also the energy centers and to give examples:

There are basically three auric fields. All start from the center of the body and thus overlap to a
certain extent, which is also part of the reason why the primary aura or privacy field is the strongest
of all. There are more reasons but that is enough for now. The primary auric field extends
anywhere from a few inches in very “private” people to several feet in very “open” people.  Have 
you ever encountered people who got TOO close to you and you backed off? They encroached on
your privacy zone or primary auric field. With other people, when they get this close, you may get
the urge to hug them. It is the difference in the energy emanated from these people that has that
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effect. The primary auric field is also extremely important when two people have very good sex.
They are “connected” through the energies of both their primary auric fields.
The second auric field extends (normally) roughly 20' from each person and animal. Have you ever
gone to a gathering of people and, either when you entered or when someone else entered while you
were already there, you instantly either liked or disliked someone? Have you ever noticed a dog
laying sound asleep in a yard, people walking by and the dog keeps sleeping. Suddenly the dog gets
up and starts barking at someone approaching while that person is not making any unusual sound?
That is due to energies picked up through the secondary auric field. Pretty much guaranteed the
event happened within about 40' which is where the two energy fields touched each other.
The third auric field in infinite and everyone knows about people who, at the last moment, did NOT
want to get on a plane because “something was wrong” and the plane crashed.  This same third auric 
field is partially through which I picked up the information about my mother. Again, there is much
more to this but this is sufficient for now.

Next I will cover the energy fields: Auric fields and chakras which are quite interrelated.
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Chakra energy levels presented in a graph.
Note that I give here a finite amount of energy while in fact there is an almost infinite amount.
Energies can not only be transferred from one energy center to another, additional energies can be
obtained from other sources as well and therewith added to the “natural” energies.  Even this is quite 
simplified but sufficient for here.
Let it be understood that “natural circumstances” will automatically accomplish both ends: The 
transfer from one center to another plus obtaining energies from other sources.
Take the example of a little old lady who lifted the car of her son who was pinned under the car.
No matter how much energy she automatically transferred from her own energies to the center that
required this (the root or survival center), her personal energies were still insufficient for this. In this
case energies had to be obtained from other sources.

Transferring energies will take practice other than in drastic situations like the above and other life
threatening events.
How much energy to transfer is another matter for consideration yet certain energies tend to affect
each other.

First I will start with an image representing total balance of energies on
the left. All centers have the same amount.
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Now look at the next three images taken of myself while I was just PLAYING with the energies,
easily changing them at will. So can anyone.
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Again the energy “crown” at the top
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Now for the energy centers:
Base area: Has anyone ever experienced a sudden threat and that you had a sudden feeling like a
drop of something within your body? That is where the energies from other centers suddenly
concentrated in the base or survival center. You may actually have felt like a pear, swollen at the
base.
When in a confrontation and this applies more to men than women as a rule. When you want to put
“force” behind your words (not physical force), did you ever experience a stronger energy in the area 
of your navel? THAT is the power center.
Ever experienced a pain in the area of your heart when in an emotional stress situation? That is the
heart chakra or energy center.
Ever were all “choked up”, could not talk?  That is the throat chakra or energy center.
Less frequently for most people: Even felt a tingling, itching or pressure sensation just above the
center between your eyes? Usually going together with a feeling that something is about to happen
or similar. That is the brow or third eye center/chakra.
These energies can be rerouted at will and for this look at the images on the pages behind the 5th
divider.

Personal experience - Information needed:
21: Communication problem: Around 1980 I had been working for some time on a problem I could

not pinpoint. At the time I participated in a training where one of the other participants was a
clinical psychologist.  I told here that I needed to make an appointment with her since “we speak the 
same kind of language” and I could not find the solution to a problem I was working on.  At the time 
of the appointment we sat talking for a while when she asked me: “I agree 100% with you but what 
do you feel?”  It did not dawn on me what she was saying until she repeated the same question a few 
minutes later.  I stopped, looked at her and asked: “You mean to say that youdo not feel what I
feel?” and she told me: “I feel nothing.”  NOW I had something to work with and told her so.  Made 
one more appointment for a week later.  What I had been doing is, through my upbringing and “self 
protection”, I had closed off my secondary auric field which is also THE main communication field.
That is also why some people can feel quite “cold” and others quite “warm”.  Some people feel quite 
“distant” while others feel quite “close”, physical distance being within the same ranges.  Forone
week I worked on opening and closing my secondary auric field at will and when I went back for my
second and last appointment, I could predict when she was feeling what I was feeling and when not.
I opened and closed the energy field at will.

Personal experiences:
22: August 2002 I decided to sell my office in California and move to Mena. I decided to buy a house

before making my actual move on December 1st and wanted to live out in the country. Got hold of
real estate brokers and tried to find a house. Every time a place was offered to me I had
professionals go out to check the house.  Every time I got the reports “Do not buy”.  Time was 
running out and the middle of November I decided to fly out and find out what was going on and I
allowed myself 3 days to do so and find a house. I had already found my office location and needed
to sign the lease for the building. Flew out on Friday and, while on the plane I went to meditation
level and stated mentally: “I will now find the house that is best suited for me. The house will be
owner financed, the owner will accept my offer, the balance of the mortgage will be on a 10 year
lease and I will have the key in my hand tomorrow. On Saturday morning I picked up a friend, who
lived in town, to go with me to the real estate office and look at the business location after which we
were going to look for a house. We were busy talking and one block from his house I suddenly said:
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“What was that?”  I backed up and saw a house for sale I had see out of the corner of my eyes. Got
out the car and liked what I saw. Called the real estate broker who told me that the owner was still
fixing up the house. He lived out of town and normally had the key with him. This time he had left
the key with her and she drove right over. Yes, the house was the most suited for me in space and
location, being only ½ mile from the office, in good shape while the house outside town were far
less since there is no building code outside the city limits, it was owner financed, he accepted my
offer, the balance was on a 10 year lease and I had the key in my hand that day.

After I moved in on 12-1 (actually a few days later) one of the neighbors presented me with a house
warming gift, a young cat that I could not resist and in town I believe in indoor cats only. About a
month later I thought: “It is not fair for the cat to be home alone all day while I am in my office, I 
want to get a companion cat. Now, what do I want? Ok, I want to get a cat of about the same age,
black, house broken, fixed and one that has had all the shots. I will call her Onyx. The next day I
went to Walmart for groceries and noticed some people outside with dogs. I walked over and
noticed that they had cats as well.  These people were “For the sake of animals”. I saw a black cat
and asked the woman about it.  She responded: “Oh..., you like Onyx?”  You guessed it, same age 
house broken, fixed, all the shots, everything I had stated that I wanted.

Several months ago I wanted to get a jacket and slacks. Mena has not much of a selection so I
thought about where to go.  The name Penny’s came to mind and there is one in Hot Springs so that 
is where I went. I had never been in the stores in Hot Springs, had to ask where to find them. I
parked my car in front of Dillards and went in there first. The lowest cost jackets I saw were priced
at $ 250.00.  Since I don’t wear a jacket frequently I did not want to pay that much so went on to 
Penny’s.  The first jacket I picked up was priced at.... $250.00.  I thought: “I am not willing to pay
that much” and the words “How much are you willing to pay” came to mind.  I thought immediately 
½ of this, $ 125.00. Immediately I found myself turning around, walk purposefully to another area,
walked around a corner and right up to a rack with jackets priced at ½ off - $ 125.00. Remember
that I had never been in the store before. Picked up some slacks at the same time, also at ½ price,
went to the register where they offered me a Penny’s credit card with which I would get another 10%
off so came out alright.

Around 1975, while in California, I wanted to get a very specific Alpaca wool vest and thought that
the best place for that would be Berkeley. Drove to Berkeley and looked around for a couple of
hours but could not find what I wanted. Decided to go home and drove though a little side street
where I saw another store. Went into the store and, right when I walked in the door, the owner who
was in the back called out: “I know exactly what you are here for.”  Went into the back and got out
the exact vest I was looking for in the perfect size and color.

Energies for self-preservation.
23: Simple example: Have you ever FELT someone looking at you and found this to be correct when

you looked in a mirror or slowly turned around? The same is in the wild and one hears repeatedly
stories about “not looking at the person” (or animal) in order to stay hidden.

Cleaning energies:
24: Energies can be enhanced through meditation for greater creativity by eliminating “static”.
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Personal experience:
25: Until 1981 I used to frequent a restaurant in a little town called Montara. In 1981 I moved to

Sonora, which would be about 3 ½ hours drive, if not more, so I did not go there for a long time.
About 1990 I was visiting with a friend and we decided to go to the beach. Afterward I suggested
that we have dinner at this place where I used to go. When we walked in the place the waitress said:
“Back again? You must like it here.”  When I questioned her she insisted that I had been there the 
evening before as well. Of course, most people have experienced times where someone claimed to
have seen you and where this was impossible since one had never been in the location where one
supposedly was seen. OBE.

While working in San Rafael, I managed a place within the Sears building. They also had a
restaurant and I would go in there daily to have lunch, get a drink or whatever and chat with the
waitress. Had done this for about 2 years so I was well known. This particular day I had scheduled
myself to start at 1 and got there about 12.45. Decided to get a drink and went to the restaurant.
THAT waitress asked me: “Back again?” and insisted that I had been there 30 minutes earlier talking 
with her while having lunch. At that time I was with other people in another town. Most likely an
OBE experience.

Hearsay but.....:
26: With the Silva training they use visualization techniques for various purposes. In one exercise it is

suggested to select your favorite pet. After going to meditation level the pet is visualized standing
straight up and facing the owner. The pet is observed mentally in full detail and than turned a
quarter turn to the left and again observed in detail, quarter turn again and again until the pet faced
the owner again at which point the pet is visualized as laying down.
Two of the people who attended, husband and wife, were “cat crazy” and had hired a sitter to be 
with the cat while they attended the training. When they got home they asked, as usual, whether
everything had beenOk and the sitter supposedly told them: “Yes, everything was fine.  Only, at one 
point the cat got up, stood straight for a moment, made a quarter turn and stood again for a moment
and did this twice more after which it laid back down again. Now, this may sound far fetched
however, think for a moment about the many pets who KNOW when the owner will be home, even
when this is at irregular times.

Hearsay but.....:
27: Visualization can also be used to obtain something needed. One of the people attending the Silva

training needed a used car. She used the visualization technique and visualized the exact model and
color of the car. She was offered that exact car, exactly what she had visualized. The problem was
that she had forgotten to visualize a good engine. The car offered had NO engine. As the saying
goes: “Be careful what you wish for, you may just get it.”

Getting what is needed:
28: Around 1975 I picked up a mild case of hepatitis while swimming in a river. A friend with me also

picked it up. She was jaundiced while I was not. A few weeks later the Dr. told me that I was all
clear.  I told him: “That is interesting.  If that is the case, why don’t I have any energy?”  His answer 
was: “That is normal, it may take a year or more to get your energy back.”  Driving home I thought: 
“What is wrong” and got the words: “You are drained of vitamins and minerals.”  I certainly knew 
nothing about that kind of a thing at the time (still know verylittle) and thought: “Ok, what do I do 
about it” and got the words: “Go to the heath food store and you will find the book you need.”  I 
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duly went to the local health food store and, when I walked in the door saw a book right in front of
me “Nutritional Healing”.  Bought the book and went home.  Sat down and thought: “Now what”.  
Put together a regimen of vitamins and minerals that brought my energy back in 3 days. Gave the
same formula to my friend and her energy was back in 3 days. Told the woman in the health food
store about it and she told me: “You should givethis to a man who has been coming here for 2 years
and his energy is still not back.”  Gave her a copy of the formula to give to him and his energy was 
back in 3 days. I have the formula, which is now copyright protected. Here is a copy.
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Obtaining needed information:
29: In 1980 I was engaged to someone and knew that there was something wrong without being able to

figure out what it was. There are techniques that can be utilized to obtain needed information. I
utilized one of the techniques, which is used just before going to sleep and aims at having the needed
information the next morning . One of the criteria for obtaining the information is that it is indeed
needed, one must sincerely want it, want it strongly enough and will persistent enough in trying to
obtain the information. I used this technique for 28 days straight. On the 28th day I woke up and had
the information needed. I wrote it down in three pages. When I shared this with my fiancee she
started to cry.  She told me: “I am very close with my mother and even she does not know this.”  
Turned out that she was a hidden alcoholic. When anyone was around she would drink maybe one
or 2 beers. When by herself she would get drunker than a skunk and afterwards make sure that there
were no “empties” around to give her away.  Of the 3 pages, 1 ½ pages were true at that moment and 
the other 1 ½ pages came true within the next 6 months.

“Knowing”:
30: In 1981 I had just opened another office (my 6th office) and I suddenly “knew” that I had to move

from San Jose CA where I lived at the time to Sonora CA.  I also “knew” that I would learn more in 
the first year after moving than in the past 10 years combined. I moved and I did indeed learn more
in that one year than the past ten years combined. As a bit of information, during that year a QUITE
frequently would wake up around 2 to 3 in the morning, which was the “middle of the night” for that 
area.

“Time travel” anyone?:
31: Now think back carefully before saying that you have never had an experience like getting to a place

sooner than you thought was possible and gave yourself the excuse of not having looked at the clock
clearly when you left: “You must have left earlier than you thought” and dismissed the experience as 
“impossible” and therefore you HAD to have been mistaken. Most of the people will not analyze
this further and, subconsciously, may be afraid to do so. The reason being that quite frequently it is
possible to piece the time previous to departure together and find out that indeed there is a time
problem here that cannot be explained logically.
Let me give an example here that is extremely hard to explain.
Again, this would be more relevant to people that are familiar with the region by San Francisco and
from there going east.
FIVE of us went to a meeting in Mountain View. We left the meeting and wanted to be at a place in
a small town called Knights Ferry by 11. I was driving and we took the Dunbarton Bridge across the
Bay. At the time there was major road construction on the east side of the bridge and I lost track
where we were. We got to Highway 680 about 10 miles south of the turn-off to Livermore. I looked
at the clock and told the others, look what time it is guys. If I drive my normal way (lead foot) we
will be at Knights Ferry way too early. I better slow down quite a bit. I thus went into the slow lane
and almost everyone passed us. We had to go over Altemont Pass and the traffic was heavy. When
we reached highway 99 I looked at the clock and said: “Guys, look at your watch please.”  We had 
covered the distance in 29 minutes. I am attaching a Microsoft Streets map of this distance. It
shows 56.1 miles in 1 hr., 6 minutes.
Several problems here:
1: I calculated that we would have had to AVERAGE 128 mph in order to do this. See the below

map.
2: The car was physically incapable of reaching that speed even on a flat road and most certainly not
while having to go over two “mountain” ranges including Altamont Pass.
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3: With me driving slow enough that virtually everyone passed us by does not correspond with
going
that speed either, even theoretically.

4: For anyone to try to drive that speed on that road, even if the car would be capable of doing so,
would be absolutely HIGHLY irresponsible and, in view of the traffic, would almost guaranteed
have resulted in a crash.

5: For all of us to “make a mistake” in this would mean several watches simultaneously messing up 
in the same manner.

6: For all five of us to having a mass hallucination? Not likely.

This is only ONE of quite a few instances where I have experienced this. All other times I was by
myself however. Regardless, there were several events where this happened and people had seen me
leave on one end and arrive at the other end so the distance was timed.

There are many more examples I can give and some of those may appear quite “far out” yet actually
happened, I experienced many more myself and some while with other people.
Actually, I expect that at least some of the people present can give their own examples.

Another aspect to energies: Science is (finally) getting to the point of surmising that energies do not “just
dissipate”.  This can also be seen at getting signals from distant planets.  This applies to ALL energies
including human and these energies CAN be accessed. Science just does not know how to access this

(yet)
but they are an extension of the EEG energies and subtler levels.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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What I have presented here is largely informational. Methods as to HOW certain aspects can be achieved
I may be able to provide and will gladly do so. At this moment I prefer to reserve this for the next
presentation(s) since it is much better to present this in person.
Be assured that I do not believe myself any better than anyone else, I just have learned and experienced
more in these realms than many other people.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Now I get to one thing that I have been aiming at: COMBINED energies.
CAN we make a difference this way? YES.

I hope that we are in agreement that all of us emanate energies AND that the energies are controllable.
As an additional argument on this and to use a STRONG emanation of energies, when someone is
SUPER angry they emanate an energy that most people do not care to deal with. Obviously such
energies CAN (and should) be controlled. Just an example here stressing the point.

Beneficial energies are obviously also emanated and, if one type of energy can be controlled, so can other
types.

It stands to reason that the energy of one person can be like spitting in the wind.
Taking electricity as an example. Imagine that you have a flashlight that will take 15V to light up. When

you put a single 1.5V battery in the unit, nothing will happen. When you put 10 batteries of 1.5V in
the unit you will have light.

Since we know that there ARE energies, we EMANATE energies and can CONTROL the energies, We
can utilize these energies in a beneficial manner, combined with other people if so desired.

Unlikely as this may sound, this can be done from right where you are at, no physical gathering is needed.
See this as energies directed at the same goal from different directions. There is a focal point
receiving the energies. Believe me IT WORKS.

HOW can we do this?
1: We must take responsibility for Self. Everything in the energy realm that we wish to deal with starts

with SELF.
2: Learning to control our energies better through knowledge and application.
3: Learn to use the natural meditative levels at will and with control.
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Next I will list some material I wrote quite some time ago.

Program or BE Programmed

The above heading means exactly what it states.
For those people who feel that one "should not interfere" with what nature, the Cosmos, God, or
whatever one wants to call it, has intended to happen to us, WAKE UP!!! One IS being
programmed daily!!!
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To give a progression of some of the programming means, one of the simple ways people get
programmed daily is through television, radio or newspaper adds etc. Advertising has been called
"creating a need".
Visual or audio advertising is doing that in the most simple form (as do displays in stores). Which of
these is the most "effective" depends on the individual but, for most people, VISUAL is the most
"effective" of these methods. Have you ever seen an ad or display or heard an announcement and
"suddenly realized" that the item mentioned was exactly what you wanted? Yes?? You were just
effectively programmed!! A need was created!!
The next method is audio-visual and this method is invariably more "effective" than either of the
previous methods. That is why television advertising is so much more effective than radio or
newspaper (and costs a whole lot more).
The next step is subliminal advertising. This is where something enters the subconscious without
conscious awareness. This is done through either a one frame ad which is flashed on the screen (too
fast to be consciously seen) although a "flicker" may be seen, or through high speed audio which
may sound like a "blip" or static. MOST of the time, neither method is noticed at all consciously.
Contrary to what many people believe, it is my understanding that this is NOT totally outlawed and
it is VERY powerful.

A test was done during the showing of a movie in a theater where a one frame ad was flashed during the
first half of the movie for a product that was available during intermission. At intermission the
product sold out!!! Again, a "need" was created.
There is still another source available to us, which is mental programming. By this process, with
practice, one can project and image or message either to one person or to a multitude. Some years
ago there was a two page article, I believe in the San Francisco Examiner, where it mentioned that
Stanford had done a study on this method and that the Russians were working on this same realm,
programming by mental projection.

After this I met a woman who had escaped from Russia and who almost had been locked up "for
research" because she had above average ability in this aspect. She personally knew people with
capabilities like herself who had been picked up and disappeared!
Most people are completely unaware when this kind of thing happens to them. You CAN learn to
shield yourself from most of this kind of programming however and I will give an example later.

Mental programming and subliminal programming is done every day and night all over the world AND I
can almost guarantee that the U.S. government is certainly not the least among the "practitioners",
including to especially the U.S. citizens.
For those people who now think that this is a good tool to get what one wants, you are right - up to a
point.

Indeed it is possible to get many things which one wants by programming. However, one has to be very
careful what one programs for and how this is done.

Examples will be given.

Negative programming, this is where one programs for something that is to the detriment of someone else
(this is also part of “black” magic), WILL get back to the programmer sooner or later.

One of the Universal Laws is: Whatever we put out, we get back, multifold or: As you sow, so you shall
reap. A negative programmer WILL get his/hers back in the long run in one form or another.
The obvious answer is: Learn to program, practice daily and, if it is appropriate (as will be shown)
you most likely WILL get what you are programming for.
For those people who at this point still feel that one "should not interfere with the way the Universe
is intended? to unfold", GOOD LUCK! You will need it.

Personally I prefer to control my circumstances to the best of my ability and in a positive manner.

Examples:
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6: Say you want to get a certain position. You CAN program for this but need to qualify the
programming with: "If you are the most suited person for the position". Not qualified but suited! If
you do not program and another person who is not nearly as suited as yourself does program, that
person most likely will get the position. If both people program, the most suited likely will still get
the position unless the less suited person is decidedly the stronger programmer.

Another Universal Law is that Positive is more powerful than negative, however, practice makes
perfect, or IMperfect, as the case may be.

2: Years ago when I was first shown these methods I was attending classes in a hotel in San Francisco,
on the corner of Sutter and Powel. I started programming for a parking place right in front of the
hotel and, out of 30 classes, I missed twice having the parking place right in front. Came to find out
later that the instructor usually got that place before by programming.
THIS is no negative programming and quite useful. I got a parking place that way right in front of
the University of California in San Francisco at lunch time (now there is no longer parking).

3: Counter programming. Also years ago I was working for a company and found some strange things
happening. Someone was "back stabbing" me. I neither knew who it was, nor did that matter. I
started counter programming and within two weeks my immediate supervisor, who had been VERY
friendly to me, got transferred out of state and next dismissed and the back stabbing stopped!

4: Something I did wrong myself once and never did again. At the time I was seeing a woman with
whom I wanted to get a stronger relationship. I used a visualization technique and she immediately
came up with her arms crossed in front of her face! Obviously I immediately stopped. The next day
(she lived in a different town) she called me and asked: "Were you trying to work on me last night?"
"DO NOT DO THAT!"

5: My mother almost "passed over" 3 times while on the operating table. Twice they used open heart
massage to bring her back. I have used techniques on her (with her approval) and no more problems
even where she had 4 more major surgeries. As of 12-20-1997 she is still alive and reasonably well.

Leonard Nijssen
10-4-1974
Details added 10-26-1997

= = = = = = = = = = =
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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Next something I wrote myself again. This on 12-26 and 27, 2003
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12-26-03 @ 3 am (as usual)

Psychological actions and reactions between entities in the overall animal kingdom,
this includes humans (sometimes literally the ‘human animal’)

All within the animal kingdom is labeled here as entities.

Note 1: Examples given often will show the drastic differences. It must be realized that there are
many more subtle levels in between those given.

Note 2: As detailed as the following information may seem to be, it is in fact very superficially
outlined. It would literally take many volumes to cover all the known aspects and there
most likely are many more as yet unknown aspects.

First the main difference between the overall animal kingdom and humans.

All entities have auric fields, magnetic fields, emanating energies as well as energy centers within the
physical body and, in the case of humans, within the auric body immediately surrounding the
physical body. While this is universal with all entities, in the eastern philosophy this has been
studied for many more centuries than in the west so we will use eastern terminology here. These
energy centers are thus called ‘chakras’.  They very much interrelate with the auric fields while not 
being identical.

All of the animal kingdom works largely through the instinctual or subconscious energies emanated
through these various energy fields.

Most if not all of the animal kingdom has the three auric fields (this again is quite simplified here):

1st: Primary auric field or privacy field. This is clearly noticeable in animals when an animal is
‘crowded’ and may take off or attack in defense.  This field extends anywhere from a few inches 
to several feet. In most animals actually from a few feet to several feet due to ‘self 
preservation’.  With humans this is generally from a few inches to about two or three feet.

2nd: The secondary or communication field which includes the ‘control’ energies.  Again, taking 
animals as an example and in this case the ‘tribe’ or ‘pack’ situation, the dominant animal 
controls his/her tribe/pack through energies in this field. In animals this field can extend twenty
feet or more but not much more. In humans this extends generally up to about twenty feet.

3rd: The ‘far’ communication field. Again, using animals as an example, it is through this field that
animals can sense prey or aspects like a threat to the pack or tribe. In humans this is more
refined in a different manner and, as an example, it is the energies of this field that is used by the
military and various secret services for ‘far seeing’ or ‘remote viewing’.  While animals use 
these energies in a subconscious manner, humans can use this in a conscious manner as well.

It will be interesting (and valuable) to note here that people trained in controlling their energies can
effectively HIDE from others who are looking for energies. Specifically, many yogis can do this. In
the wilderness and times of danger this is obviously a very valuable tool. Contrary to what many
people believe, virtually anyone can learn to do this in a more or less effective manner and do so in a
very short time. One must be aware however that, shutting down/closing off such energies also
‘closes the door’ to effective communication.

As mentioned previously, the auric energy fields and energies from the chakras interrelate and are
interdependent.
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Most of the animal kingdom has developed the first three energy centers, which largely work through the
subconscious:

1: Pure instinctual survival
2: Pure instinctual sexual = species survival
3: Pure power/control

Most humans have, to a greater or lesser extent, developed the energies from the higher centers which are
the reasoning centers. Animals have such centers as well but, where most animals have not attained
reasoning abilities, for such animals the energies from such centers are automatically channeled
through the lower or instinctive centers.  Even ‘litter love’ is very strongly controlled through the 
power center. I.e.: there is never any doubt that the female is the anchor/power/control in most
litters.

Litter communication also is effected through the higher centers but again, as a rule, without reasoning
ability. Certain animals, like dolphins, appear to have attained a certain level of reasoning ability.

4: The center located in the area of the heart = Love and empathy energy center.
5: The center located in the throat area = main communication energy center.

In animals, taking canines as an example, barking, growling and whining are distinct
communications either of ‘control’ or ‘submission’.

6: The center located on the ‘third eye’ area = higher communication or sensing within a limited range 
in animals.

7: The center located at the crown of the head = the area for ‘far’ communication and ‘sensing’.

For pure instinctual survival, all of the animal kingdom, including humans, must be attuned to the
energies emanated by other entities whether this is of the same species or not.

Such energies come also in play with the interaction ability of people. For instance, a successful
veterinarian must and does have greater abilities than many others with regards to relating to
animals.

Specifically, it is a combination of energies emanated from and through the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th energy
centers, emanated in a controlled manner, not too much or too little energy (mostly subconsciously)
that creates the greater ability to ‘relate’ to the animals.  If for instance the energies of the 3rd center
would be too strong, the animals would either cower, try to take off or attack. There is much more
to this but this will suffice here.

With humans this works much the same way and a successful physician, aside from his medical
knowledge, has the same abilities which also affect his/her ‘bedside manner’.

When the energies would be too weak, this would result in an animal or human ‘inviting’ to be 
dominated.

Here we have an explanation for a few facts in nature:
The ‘natural’, instinctual, action of animals as well as humans is for most females, being the bearer
of the offspring, to look for a physically dominant, larger, stronger male who is generally the
litter/family protector. However, there are clear examples, both among animals as well as humans,
where the male is smaller than the female. Invariably such a male, in animals, is a quite aggressive
animal (bantam cock) and in humans frequently the same plus such a man frequently being
perceived as a ‘cocky’ individual.  Of course, there are situations where the female takes on the male 
roll of power and control. Depending on the individuals, at times, this can work well with people.

Thus far we have been dealing with pure instinctual actions and reactions applying to all of the animal
kingdom as well as humans.

Next, in humans specifically, we have the ‘reasoning’ abilities which, by and large, are still heavily 
influenced by the subconscious facilities.
While nature, dating back to the primitive times, very much reacts in humans as it does in the overall
animal kingdom, pure instinct through the subconscious, which is through evolution ingrained in the
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genetic blue print, the development of reasoning abilities has thrown a monkey wrench in the overall
human actions and reactions = energies.
While, through the genetic blue print it is thus natural for a female to look for a protector, who than also is
the dominant person, many women reason that they do not want to be dominated (nor should they be) yet
almost invariably want the man to be ‘strong’ and, at certain times, ‘take charge’.
Obviously we have a conflict here between the much older and ingrained subconscious and the much
more recent conscious desires.
Overall, of necessity, women have evolved as more intuitive and subtle than men and men, as a rule, tend
to be more ‘action orientated’, moreprone to force rather than reason and subtlety. Therewith, frequently
a woman can adapt easier while men tend to be more ‘fixed’ and barge in where subtlety would be more 
beneficial.

For men the confusion is very much the same way.
Their genetic structure ‘dictates’ that they ‘are in charge’ unless such a man, like in a ‘pack’ in the animal 
kingdom, is a follower instead of a leader.
When such a man has developed sufficient reasoning abilities (not all men or women are at the same level
of such reasoning abilities) the man realizes that there is no reason for dominance over the woman and
this ‘clashes’ with their subconscious genetic structure.  They must give up ‘control’ or supposed ‘power’ 
in order to achieve the conscious desires.

Here we have a very large part of the interrelating problems between men and women at this time.
While many men and women voice the appreciation of equality, the (largely outdated) genetic structure
tells the subconscious of both men and women that unless one behaves in a certain manner one is either
not ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’.
Where in primitive people, as a rule, the male will be the dominant and the female will subject to the male
(or else), supposedly in the more enlightened societies the individuals realize that, while it may be ‘ego 
boosting’ to a certain extent for the man to be ‘in charge’ and where in such situations the woman may 
well be proud of her ‘strong’ man, almost invariably these people have communication problems, ‘his 
way or no way’, since there is no true equality.

Among truly aware people it is quite normal that ‘taking charge’ alternates, depending on the 
circumstances. In situations where physical force is needed, it is generally normal for the man to take
charge (sometimes the woman has better training as with modes of ‘self defense’) while in situations 
where subtlety is needed it is quite normal with these people that the most suited for the task takes charge.
With these people the same applies in allsituations without fear of ‘inadequacy’. 

While a number of people claim to want equality, this is generally more with women than with men due
to the largely subconscious ‘ego boost’ to be ‘in charge’.
There is more and more the dawning realization however that, unless there is true equality without one
‘lording it over the other’ and no ungrounded fear of being found too ‘strong’ (for a woman) or ‘weak’ 
(for a man), there cannot be true communication and (almost) everyone wants to be ‘heard’, accepted and 
appreciated as an individual in his/her own right.
Here again a clash between the conscious and subconscious desires.

Some people (a small minority), men and women, have achieved the level of awareness (a learned
process) through which they indeed have attained true equality.

Some ‘symptoms’ of such people are:
1: Overall they are strong and self sufficient in their own right.
2: They rarely ‘throw their weight around’.
3: Since they ‘have nothing to prove’, they can readily be ‘vulnerable’ with the right person/people.
4: With the right person/people they communicate freely without fear of being found ‘overbearing’ or 

inadequate since they realize that such a reaction is due to a lack of understanding of the other
person/people (not my problem but your problem).
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5: Such people can indeed be ‘popular’ due to the fact that they can be relied upon yet do not take 
advantage of other people.

6: ‘Truly aware’ people relate well to most animals.  Since animals are much closer to nature and 
energies people emanate, they also much more readily separate the ‘true’ people from the ‘make 
belief’.

Body language between animals, between people and between species.

It is largely immaterial whether this is between animals, between people or between animals and people.
The difference is largely how clearly the body language is understood and demonstrated and animals
will show these aspects much more clearly than people since animals work from pure instinct and
(mostly) without reasoning abilities interfering with the natural reactions.

1: Within a species, the larger animal is generally accepted as more dominant due to it’s pure physical 
power. Overall this tends to be still the same with people. The ultimate difference however is not
the physical power alone but the strength of energies emanated.
This is also why a bigger/stronger man can be a ‘disappointment’ to a woman if such a man does not 
have the energy equivalent to his physical size. As an example here, while I was a superintendent at
a prison, one of the inmates, a 265lb Hells Angel whose confidence I had confided in me: “You 
know, because I am so big and strong, many people expect me to be rough and tough. In fact, inside
I frequently feel only ‘this’ big” and he held his fingers about one inch apart.

2: The ‘stance’ of the dominant animal or person is generally such that they are somehow ‘above’ 
others.  This is also why a podium, however low it may be, ‘elevates’ a speaker over the audience.  When 
such a podium is too high, the speaker gets ‘out of reach’.

3: The ‘submissive’ animal or person, in oneway or the other, will either physically get lower than
the dominant animal or person or creates such an impression. In animals this frequently will be by laying
down or even rolling onto it’s back, becoming totally vulnerable.

‘Cringing’ is the same inanimals as it is in humans.

While this kind of body language is in ‘set rules’ in animals who work strictly on instinct, in humans this 
can be different due to reasoning abilities. As an example, while a person may feel less than another, the
reasoningabilities can tell such a person ‘not to show fear’ and ‘stand up’.
Where the natural reaction through the ancient genetic structure is the same as in animals and many
people act/react this way, when greater awareness has been attained, such a person (who has little or
nothing to ‘prove’ any more) can indeed quite freely use body language that others could interpret as that 
of a ‘weak’ personality.  Unless the other person/people is/are aware of this, confusion can result due to 
different vocal and/or body language used at different times. Language that variably alternates between
that of a strong and a weak personality.
When two or more people get together who have attained such awareness, they will alternate freely
between ‘strength’ and ‘vulnerability’ language, both verbal and body language.

Certain aspects that are universal and other aspects that are individual:
It is a well known fact that all species have their species specific behavioral pattern and this includes the
human species.
Differences are due to several factors and these include, but are not limited to, for the overall species, a
territorial influence.
A species encountered in a sufficient wide variance of climate and/or terrain, which includes (to list
extremes) flat land v/s mountains; dessert v/s tropical jungle; primitive areas/social settings v/s cultured
metropolitan areas will share certain species specific behavioral patterns and certain other behavioral
patterns that have been adjusted to their surroundings.
The species specific behavioral pattern of say ten thousand years ago and the present day is different, to a
certain extent. This applies to humans as well as animals.
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These differences are learned differences by adaptation to the environment. The environment thus
includes climatic changes, exposure to other species and many other factors.
Over time, such behavioral changes become part of the species specific or ‘racial’ changes, part of the 
genetic pattern.
Certain changes are quite more evident in the overall animal kingdom as compared to the human species
and the main difference is the fact that humans have reasoning capabilities and, through these abilities, the
will to make certain additional changes or resist certain changes.

In addition, for the individual humans (and possibly also for ‘individuals’ in the animal kingdom) we 
have the influence of reincarnation: behavior and knowledge learned in prior incarnations.
In the reincarnation factor it is our conviction, based on extensive research of experiences of many
people, that people ‘on the path’ elect to be incarnated under specific circumstances in order to experience
specific aspects. Some of these aspects can be quite pleasant while others can be quite unpleasant and
‘challenging’.
As to certain ‘symptoms’, some individuals are quite adaptable to a wide variety of climatic, terrain and
social settings. Such individuals have had incarnations in such a wide variety of circumstances and are
therefore more adaptable.
It is also well known that other people have a clear affinity for certain specific ‘settings’.  This again is 
largely due to exposure to such settings in prior incarnations. These people have not had the wide
exposure that others have had.

Next we have the aspect of direct and indirect individual learning.
It is also a known fact that certain learned behavioral changes in one part of the world are also

encountered in other parts of the world while climatic, area and social settings do not explain such
similar changes. Such changes have come about through theenergy emanations affecting the “group 
soul”.

Direct learning is what sets individuals apart while indirect learning is the effect that individuals have on
the group soul.

Such effects can be positive as well as negative.
The positive affects have their influence on the entire ‘world’ population while the negative affects are 

much more localized as for instance in war mongering ‘tribes’.  ‘Tribes’ is used here quite loosely 
and refers to ‘type of people’ rather than skin color and the like.

To use an example in positive ‘tribes’, Tibetan monks (while largely of the same ‘racial’ type due to 
accessibility) can be of any ‘skin color’.  From various reports it is for instance stated that there are 
monistary records that, during His ‘lost years’, Jesus spent part of this time at the Tibetan temples.

One very large ‘tribe’, in the above definition, is the True White Brotherhood which deals in ‘white 
energy’ or ‘positive energy’, energy for the benefit of all of mankind.  This ‘tribe’ consists of people 
all over the world, of all ‘racial types’, both sexes and all ‘skin colors’.

One of the main goals of these people, for many centuries, is to influence the human ‘group soul’ in a 
positive manner to speed up and enhance the positive side of human evolution.

While each individual has his/her minute influence in this, it is the very large number of individuals
involved in this effort that has the overall impact. Many people are not even aware, at least initially,
that they are part of this group but their true positive intentions and individual work, over time,
makes them automatically part of this overall group.

In broad terms, there are three groups of people who assist in this. Separating their capabilities:
1: People for whom this is the first incarnation in which they are involved with this work.
2: People who, through work in prior incarnations, have attained greater knowledge and, as the saying

goes, ‘knowledge is power’.
For the vast majority of people, at the time of birth a ‘veil’ is drawn over the events and knowledge
attained in past incarnations. This is in order to learn certain specific aspects without these past life
influences. At the appropriate time this veil may be partially raised but rarely fully.
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That ‘bleed trough’ from previous incarnations occurs is documented with, for instance, a little girl
suddenly talking with the voice of a mature, cultured, individual and, while this documented case
involves a girls born in the USA from English speaking parents, the voice speaks in either “old 
French” or Castilian, I forgot which.
Other individuals, for instance “wonder children”, great mathematicians and the like, have (largely 
subconsciously) brought through previous learning on which they now continue to build.
With this information, it stands to reason that there are many levels of capabilities within this rank
based on several factors including how many active incarnations are involved and how committed
the individual is to the work at hand.

3: People who passively allow their energies to be used.
4: People who actively participate in the process.

Here again we have differences, in particular within the ranks of the active participants, depending
on their abilities and the level of their commitment to the work at hand.

Some of the very active people are ‘solitary’ people.  They remain aloof from most other people, 
generally interact poorly on social levels since their interests and beliefs are quite different from
most other people and therefore ‘relate’ poorly.

Other people can be very happy family people, dedicated priests are an example, but are never the ‘party’ 
type of people.  In particular if such a person, male or female, has a ‘life partner’ who supports the 
‘light worker’, even if such a partner is not active him or herself, the emotional support helps the
‘light worker’ greatly.  ALL people are better of with support than without.

Of course, if both are ‘light workers’, and this can be each in his/her own way, this will be better yet but 
not a necessity. It is the emotional support that matters most.

When two ‘light workers’ get together as ‘life partners’ their personal relationship can exceed any other 
relationship in the level of Love, beauty and happiness.

With one light worker but with a supporting life partner, their personal interrelationship can exceed that
of the vast majority of people but will not reach the level that two light workers can attain together.

Light workers frequently may not start on this path until later in life and, when this happens, this usually
occurs due to the stimulus from a good friend or their life partner.

Mundane educational levels are generally immaterial, common sense and ‘self sufficiency’ (being able to 
stand on their own feet) is FAR more important.

Light workers are found in all walks of life: from ditch diggers and janitors to the highest educational and
social levels, from beggars to kings and queens. A historically well known light worker was the
Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaten. Tsar Alexander was another.

Light workers have frequent latent abilities from past incarnations that may have been dormant until
stimulated.  Such people frequently manifest, at least at times, an ‘uncanny ability’ to ‘read’ other 
people and/or circumstances.  Once ‘awakened’ such people may at times become quite powerful 
individuals on the Inner levels.  In effect taking their rightful place among the ‘Brethren’.

What many light workers do not realize that they may feel ‘isolated’ from many other people which is due 
to their interest differences in their belief system and inner awareness level from other people.
Frequently these people seek, often without much success, for people to relate to on a deeper level,
even if this seeking is subconsciously due to the fact that they have not yet (fully) awakened to these
inner capabilities.

Such people may find a very rare individual as a true life partner but that is rare indeed.

For those people exposed to these aspects, and more so with true ‘seekers’, at the appropriate time one 
suddenly realizes that he/she is part of the world wide group of the True White Brotherhood. No
physical contact is necessary for this.  It is a sudden ‘knowing’ that one is part, that one has been 
accepted. Initially this may cause a feeling of doubt, a feeling that one is just imagining this but over
time this knowledge will solidify.
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This can only be achieved through the mode of life, the solid commitment to the appropriate mode of life.

An extremely important aspect here:
While a person being able to be accepted to be part of the White Brotherhoodis generally quite ‘self 
sufficient” (does not mean ‘rich’ financially), such a person must have learned to allow
himself/herself to be ‘vulnerable’ which means ‘open’.  This ‘open’ does not mean open to any 
suggestion, far from it. The auric fields must be open.
A ‘closed’ individual can never be part because one must be open to be able to communicate on the 
inner levels. It means open to be able to receive and send energies like a two way radio.
People who are accepted must be able to ‘stand on their own feet’ and will never accept ‘being 
controlled’.
One must also be able to use discernment and common sense since, unfortunately, there are those
individuals who are quite good ‘con’ people, pretending to be ‘good’ people while in actuality they 
will use the people of whom they have gained the trust. One must be able to determine for
themselves what is valid and what is not.

As received 12-26 and 12-27-03
3 am and 5 am respectively.

= = = = = = = = = = =

Here a copy of the response I gave to a question of energies and marriage on 3-6-05 on the Mensa board:

Response to the below question, see BELOW the question and previous posting.
===============================================

I am interested in the "energy factors" mentioned below as to why some marriages don't work.
Can you enlighten?

leonardnijssen <LeonardNijssen@sbcglobal.net> wrote:
Re:

[I have thought for a long time, based on my observation of people, that the primary reason
people don't get divorced is because most marriages work.]

Back in 1984, when I studied towards my Masters in Psychology, I did extensive research on divorce
factors as well as just how good or bad the relationship factors were.

At that time I found that the national average divorce ratio was about 56% with the low in areas
like Utah with 21% and a high in areas like Hollywood and Silicone Valley of over 100% (more
divorces than weddings).

The research further found that when adding the break-up of co-habitations, relationships, people
staying together "because of the kids", the house, the car, the money etc. etc., the actual percentage
of relationships, married or not, that stayed together because they had an excellent "connection"
between the PARTNERS was less than 5%.
The fact that the divorce ratio has gone down is, to me (I could be wrong), not because the situation
has improved but rather the fact that fewer people get married - "easier to split up".

THAT is when I started to focus on the aspects as to why, what and how. Learned a lot and am
still learning.

There are specifically energy factors involved that most people have no idea about.

Leonard

As to the response, first of all I want to stress the fact that the VAST majority of relationships do not
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work well and here I refer to ALL kind of relationships.
What most people do not understand and many do not even consciously know is that we all emanate
energies and that these energies can be controlled, NEED to be controlled in the appropriate manner.
As a simple example, it is quite well understood that uncontrolled anger can frequently result in
violence. It is the lack of understanding of the energies and therewith the inability to channel the
energies in the appropriate manner leads to many problems.
First I will define the parameters of relationship differences I will refer to and of course there are
more nuances of relationships. You will be able to fit them in where such an unlisted difference will
occur.
What I call the most intense relationship is where a couple, married or not, lives together and sleep
in the same bed.
Next is the same but sleeping in a different bed in the same room.
Next is the same where different bedrooms are used.
Next would be a “committed” relationship between people living each in their own place.  
Committed meaning that they will not see anyone else in a physical manner.

All other relationships will fall into a different level based on the intensity of the physical and /
or emotional involvement and this includes casual acquaintances, work place acquaintances etc.,
going down into relationships with inanimate object like the clothing you wear, the food you
eat, the chair you are sitting on and so on.  ALL involve some form of “relationship”, it is how 
one RELATES to whatever and whomever it might be, close or distant. For instance, at this
time in particular, how does one relate to say the people in Irak.

Of all the relationship types, the first listed close personal relationship thus carries the greatest
amount of energies due to the emotional and physical involvement.
Having already stated that everything else is a diluted version of the first type of a relationship due to
a lesser level of physical and/or emotional involvement.
Here I will result to esoteric explanations of the energies since they best describe the energies
involved AND locate to energy centers. With that I will briefly explain both the AURIC energy
fields, all starting at the “core” of the physical body, and the energy centers which are called the 
CHAKRAS.  For more definitive information I suggest reading books By C.W. Leadbeater:  “The 
Chakras” and “The Auric Energy Fields” (or something close to these titles).  I have found that C.W. 
Leadbeater, for me, is the most level headed and quite knowledgeable indeed.
Much of this was explained at the meetings where I presented material.
To simplify matters, we have three major energy fields or AURIC fields. The examples I always use
since they are quite frequently experienced or observed are:
Primary energy / auric field: extends up to about two feet for the “average” person, less for a more 
“closed” person (sometimes FAR less) and up to maybe six feet for a very “open” person.  This field 
is also called the privacy zone and virtually everyone has experienced that someone came within the
range of their privacy zone and one would think/say “Back off.  You are getting TOO close”. With
other people, who have a much more compatible energy, a person coming this close may evoke the
desire to HUG the person. This energy field is of PRIMARY importance in a close personal
relationship and this has absolutely NOTHING to do with the sexual aspect. It is the very close
intimate energy field in a good close personal relationship, a depth of sharing that is not possible
through the subsequent fields. Remember here that ALL energy fields start at the core of the body
and thus the next two energy fields overlap = triple the energy intensity of the primary auric energy
field.
Secondary auric energy field: Starting from the core of the physical body extends, on the average,
up to about twenty feet. For this auric field we are concerned with the area beyond that of the
primary auric field. This is the main communication field and that is also why, when
communicating with someone, the appropriate distance is important. Most people have experienced
that, when getting into a “serious” discussion, one may position themselves in a comfortable
position, the distance of the position will vary between different people but is ALWAYS well within
the total of forty feet (twenty feet from each) and, in most situations, anywhere within approximately
four to eight feet.  For court hearings, in order to “reach” the jury, an attorney will get within the 
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“effective” range to reach all the jurors and may get closer to the bench to be more “effective” with 
the judge. There is a lot of variations here. The third energy field overlaps the second energy field
and thus doubles the amount of energy within the specific secondary auric field. Many people have
experienced that they either walk into a large gathering or someone else walks in while they are
present already and, while the other person is neither saying or doing anything to attract attention
and while the person might be unknown to the other, there is an instant “connect” be it positive or 
negative. This happens invariably within the average range of forty feet, twenty feet from each. In
another example, it has been known that a dog is laying asleep and quite a few people walk by
without the dog waking up. Suddenly the dog gets up and starts barking at someone approaching.
Again, within about forty feet.  The dog picked up “something” from the approaching person’s 
energy.
Third auric energy field:  Starting at the core of the body, reached “infinity”.  This is the energy field 
used by psychic that work with the police, people experience “something wrong” with the plane they 
are about to board and the plane crashes later and many other aspects. For myself, while I lived in
California and my mother lived in Amsterdam Netherlands, I got the sudden urge to call her at 11
pm CA time which was 7 am Amsterdamtime, the phone was not picked up and I instantly “got” the 
name of a hospital, a different hospital each time. I called the hospital and was connected to my
mother it was the morning of major surgery and she had not let me know anything. She had been
through previous surgeries where she was almost “lost” and they had to bring her back on the 
operating table, twice with open heart massage. I was able to use special techniques and let her
know that there would be no problem. There was none.
======================================
Energy centers or CHAKRAS:
The primary energy center is at the base of the spine and is regarded as the primary survival energy
center. Remember here what I mentioned previously about rerouting my energies after having had
to release the engagement I have been in? Has anyone ever experienced a sudden real drastic
physical threat like being about run over by a car or whatever? Or people having been through a war
and exposed to enemy fire? Some people have stated that they experienced a sensation of their
energies “dropping down” so that they may even have felt like being pear shaped.  The fact that they 
survived the threat states clearly that they were able to do whatever needed to be done to survive.
Here the energies from the other energy centers automatically “dropped” to the center where the 
energies were drastically and instantly needed–the survival energy center.
Sexual drive is generally experienced strongly in the area slightly higher and that is the area of the
instinctual sexual drive– “survival of the species” drive.
The third chakra is around the navel area and, generally, more experienced by men than women.
This is the instinctual POWER and control center.
These three energy centers are thus mainly “instinctual” and, for many people, have “control” 
problems. It is when one is aware of the energies one can learn to control and manipulate the energy
flow from one center to another. This is one of the areas where the churches of the western world is
sadly lacking in their teachers to their ministers. The churches that require the ministers to be
celibate fail to even know about the energies emanated quite naturally in the secondary energy center
and thus have NO idea as to how to redirect the energies effectively.  The statement like “You are 
required to be celibate” does nothing to change the natural energy flow and this makes many of the 
ministers quite uncomfortable the fact that they may be told that these energies are “dirty” for them 
does nothing to help them. This results in the scandals we have heard so much about.
The fourth chakra is in the region of the heart, it is the emotional center. The dramatic clutching of
one’s heart area while stating that one is “in love” is something most people do not realizeis indeed
a very real emotional energy emanating mainly from this region.  Since, due to “survival of the 
species” women have tended to be far less violent and much more “emotional” inclined (emotional 
here being used as sensitivity) this tends to be a more prominent energy area for women. ONE of
the differences in the “make up” between men and women.  One can literally have a pain in the heart 
area when in a drastic emotional situation.
The fifth chakra is in the throat area and is the main verbal communication energy center. Many
people have experienced that they were “too choked up” to talk and this literally felt like the throat 
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was constricted. A strong emotional event tends to cause this kind of constriction.
The sixth chakra is located in the “third eye” area, in the middle between the eyes and in about the 
location where one sees the caste symbol of some of the Indian (and other) women. This is the area
of intuition and, since many people in the western world do not elect to believe in “intuition”, this 
area is largely suppressed in most western people.
The seventh chakra is located in the area of the pineal gland and I am not going into the meaning for
this area at this time.
It is useful to visualize the connection between the chakras as a large water pipe with valves. Each
center as a balloon type area where energy concentrates. As such, when one learns to do so and this
can be done without TOO much effort, energies can be moved at will from one area to another. For
those who have seen the images taken from me you can see how I “moved” energies from one area 
to another. The more selective this is done, the more practice it takes, just like with anything else
that is learned.
Now that I have established the basics I will get into the energies needed for ANY good relationship,
at whatever level and, presumably you will be able to see how energies can be controlled depending
on the situation at hand.
It must be realized that the auric energy fields and chakra centers are intimately intertwined and one
can be controlled through the other.
I will give some examples as to what can be done.
Survival chakra energy: While I lived in California I frequently had to travel through a town called
Stockton. At the time they did not have the bypass constructed and one had to drive through town
(Charter Way) and I remember a time where the one side of this road was lined for several blocks
with the Crips and the other side with the Bloods (violent gangs). I know of a person driving by that
got killed (not a gang member). In a side street (El Dorado Street) by the railway overpass, was a
run down hotel where many of the gang members lived (plus others regarded as “undesirables”)   I 
told some people that I would give a demonstration on how the energies could be controlled. I was
let out of a car several blocks away and walked right through the middle of a group of forty to fifty
of these gang members who were loitering in front of the hotel. They were polite and made way for
me.
Energies from the other centers I am not going to touch at this moment but this serves as an example.
Now I will go back to the secondary auric energy field and THIS is one of the most critical areas for
TRUE communication, so essential in any good relationship. Here again I will use a single example
which should suffice. At the time I had communication problems and did not know where and how
to find the solution I was seeking. I had just participated in an advanced training and one of the
other participants was a practicing clinical psychologist. I approached her and told her that I needed
to sit down with her since we “talked the same language”.  Made an appointment and we talked for a 
while.  Suddenly she said: “I agree 100% with what you are saying but what do you feel?”  It first
did not penetrate what she was saying until she repeated the same a few minutes later. I looked at
her and asked: “You mean that you do not feel what I feel?” and she told me: “I feel nothing.”  I told 
her that NOW I had a “handle” on what to work on and I would see her in another week. The next
time I knew exactly when she was feeling what I was feeling and when not. As mentioned, the
energies CAN be controlled and what I had been doing, quite subconsciously and due to the mode of
my upbringing which was the “stiff upper lip” mode plus for “self protection” since I had been in a 
bad marriage, I had CLOSED my secondary auric field. Of course, this did not allow anyone else to
“feel” my energies and, as was in my case, such a person is frequently perceived as a “cold” 
individual.
Now going to my findings that MANY relationships fail because of “lack of communication” and 
insecurity.  Frequently people truly believe that they have made “every effort” to communicate but 
“they are just not getting through”.  Let’s face it, for many (most?) people the sexual/physical 
attraction is one of THE first attraction factors. This, at least for a time, will emanate energies that
would be good for two people receptive to that level and this would be most people. After the
physical part, many people experience a far lesser communication level and many “little frictions” 
build up since they are frequently ignored and “being unimportant”.  These “little things” build up 
however until the volcano explodes. At that time people are frequently quite bewildered as to what
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triggered the explosion. What has happened however is that they did not know how to communicate
and were, to whatever extent, insecure. Through pure psychology and common sense it will be clear
that people tend to “protect” themselves.  When something does not go smooth in a relationship they 
tend to withdraw into themselves to whatever extent. What this amounts to is exactly what I had
been doing myself, a withdrawing to the ENERGY field of the secondary aura which is associated
with, in order of importance, the heart chakra, the throat chakra and the third eye chakra. No, it had
absolutely NOTHING to do with the second or sexual chakra. Using the energies from the third
chakra = the power / control chakra is absolutely fatal in a relationship and this is ONE of the
aspects I just went through.  For many people this is one of THE most “effective” energies to break 
up a relationship.  Another thing that is frequently stated and which is so true: “It is not what is
SAID that is important (or the MOST important), it is what is NOT said that is important.”  Many 
people think here about “body language” but that is NOT the most important, it is what the energies 
from the auric fields emanate that is EXTREMELY critical. Here I want to also stress that in all
the good personally close relationships (married or not) that I know of the people invariably slept in
the same bed.  Where this is extremely important is that the “reach” of the primary auric field may 
not be more than about four feet and during the sleep time energies are interchanged (or should be)
that are critical for a truly good relationship of high emotional intimacy.
What is so sad is the fact that the techniques for controlling these energies appropriately are not hard
to learn once understood yet most people have absolutely NO idea as to what I am talking about and
disbelieve what they hear. I can speak from personal experience–been there, done that–and know
that this works IF done by both people.
There is a potential danger however in opening the energy fields TOO much and I will give an
example here about that plus the positive aspect on controlled opening up.
One of my friends used to work with people in emotional turmoil but had not learned to control her
energies. After several years she became asthmatic and this got worse as she went on. At one point,
whenever she had worked with a VERY distraught person, she would end up in the hospital with her
asthma. Right after the last severely distraught person her lungs collapsed and she died! What had
happened was that she was “taking on” too much of the client’s emotional energy.
For a contrast, to make this example brief (there is MUCH more to it) I went to Amsterdam when I
knew that my mother was dying (knew WHEN she would die–I was off by two hours) and this was
obviously an emotionally trying time for me. When I approached the room where she was in the
hospital, within about forty feet my energies became rock steady and remained that way until
everything was “over and done with” after her death.  Through that I was able to help her 
considerably even while she was in a coma. Three physicians commented on the change in her
demeanor, two came from different divisions to observe the change the main physician had
mentioned to them.   Only after it was all over I was able “to go to pieces”.  If I had not been rock 
steady, I would not have been able to help my mother effectively. What needs to be learned,
depending on the circumstances, is to how much to open up the auric field, how far to extend the
field. This takes a bit longer to learn but not THAT much longer. Also quite obviously (to me), in a
good close personal relationship it is critical to learn to open up as complete as possible. After all,
this is your other half.   In one of the informations I “received” years ago when I asked about total 
balance within oneself I was told: “You came into this incarnation as a man or a woman and not as a 
neuter. As such, you cannot achieve a complete male/female energy within yourself (we call this a
“horizontal” balance) but you CAN achieve an inner/outer balance within yourself.  To achieve a 
total balance in ALL aspects it takes two people who have a compatible and complementing energy.
This means that energy levels are not the same within everyone. Starting with a man, one man may
have say a “male” energy level of eighty percent, another may have seventy percent and another may 
have sixty percent.  An “ideal” balance is where a man and a woman balance each other out to
achieve as close as possible to 100% of both the male and female energies AND have both achieved
a personal inner and outer balance.”
We now have tests that show how much male and female energies one shows from psychological
test questions.  These percentages are not “set in concrete” however and can be modified through 
awareness and changing energies in an appropriate manner (less or more).
Any further questions will be welcomed and, if so desired, I can do more presentations like Gerry
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has already asked me about. Since this is an VERY important aspect in my life, I am open to travel
within reasonable distance.
Leonard

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

There are many more aspects I can deal with and, for the past year and a half, I have been writing a
substantial volume dealing with a lot of this material and much more.

When it is finally completed the book most likely will consist of about 500 pages (I am about half
way) and the title is intended to be (copy right protected already):

The Path to Inner Awareness
Using Meditation Techniques

and more

Secrets demystified

Information, tools and techniques
for daily life.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Next a few more technical downloads dealing with the human brain, sleep, computers and the
interaction between them.
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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Controlling Computers with EEG Signal

Project Description

My research project for 1998-1999 was on controlling computers with electroencephalogram (EEG)
signals. My original goal was to feed EEG signals into a computer, transform the data into some visual
format, display it in real-time on the screen, have a subject learn to control the display, and then train
neural networks to recognize the ways in which the subject was controlling the display. For the display, I
envisioned something along the lines of a color representation of the fourier transform of the voltage
potentials. I had hoped that if the subject were to practice regularly, and some experimentation was done
with the algorithm used to create the visual representation of the data, that the subject would be able to
learn how to control the display to some extent. For example, perhaps the subject would be able to learn
how to evoke a patch of a certain color in a certain area of the screen. Once this were possible, I hoped to
train a backpropogation network to correlate a subject evoked change in the display to a control signal
(e.g., a red patch appearing in the bottom right corner of the display would evoke "output a").

After writing up a description of what I wanted to do and showing it to my research advisor, I began to
look for information on the web about researchers doing similar things. I found several different projects
from which recent results had been produced. Most of these sites I found are listed here, and most of the
papers I found are available here. I discovered that what I had initially proposed was more complicated
than what most researchers were doing: the most common type of experiment was one in which EEG
signals were recorded from a subject offline, processed by various algorithms, then fed into recognition
engines such as neural networks. It seemed that by using this technique, researchers were able to achieve
around 90% accuracy when differentiating between pairs of "brain states" or control signals. This,
however, is not good
enough to use as a real-time controller in any practical application. The standard metric by which success
is measured seems to be whether or not the system could be used by a paralyzed subject to control a
motorized wheelchair. If the recognition of control signals takes too long (I want to make a right turn
NOW, not 10 seconds from now!), or is too inaccurate (I want to go right, not left!), then its real-world
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utility is marginal.

Having learned from what I read about other projects, and having re-evaluated what I might be able to
accomplish in a single year, I decided that although I believed that my idea for forcing subjects to learn to
control a visual representation of their thoughts before attempting to train a neural network to recognize
the control patterns would improve both the accuracy and speed of the classifier, I would probably be
better off taking a project that I had read about, altering it, and then doing my own experiments, rather
than going after a distant dream and not achieving it by the time my results were due. That is, I would be
more likely to have demonstratable results of what I had spent the year doing if I were to limit the scope
of my project appropriately.

After making this decision, I re-investigated my options. I first looked into purchasing an EEG recorder
for my experiments, but when I discovered how expensive they were (at the time, high quality recorders
were in the tens of thousands of dollars, and a whole laboratory setup of high quality gear would come in
at around a hundred thousand dollars), instead chose to experiment with some data that was available for
me to download from the web (available here). I ran several experiments in Matlab during the first
semester (you can read about them here), none of which were very successful, because I did not really
know what I was doing, and in retrospect I realize that the techniques I was using were not suited to my
goals. After those "failed" experiments (I don't consider them total failures, because they made me think
more about what I was doing!), I felt that I had definitely made the right decision to limit the scope of my
project. I was very greatful that I had not decided to undertake something much larger.

Second semester, I concentrated on getting time in one of the neuropsychology labs on the Claremont
Colleges campus so that I could record data for an experiment that was entirely of my own design. It
turned out that there were two available: one at CMC, and one at Pomona. At CMC I was welcomed with
open arms, and dropped in front of a large amount of extremely complicated equipment, which was brand
new, and practically unused, primarly for the reason that nobody could figure out how to get it working! I
set about the task of trying to figure it all out, but almost immediately ran into an obstacle that was
insurmountable: no matter what I tried, I could not get the recorder to give me a reading. I could not even
get the impedence of the electrodes to drop low enough such that recording was possible. I watched the
instructional video on how to put the electrode cap on a subject several times, to no avail. I decided that I
had better seek the help of someone that was already an expert in taking data. Fortunately, the laboratory
at Pomona was already in being used by several professors and students, many of whom were experts at
using the equipment. I modelled my experiment on one done by Charles W. Anderson et al at CSU, and
constructed a program of stimulus presentation that would result in EEG recordings of the same format as
those that I had previously downloaded from the web. The details of the experiment can be read here, but
the format of it was as follows:
! I recorded EEG data for five different "brain states".
! I converted the data into a format which could be imported into Matlab.
! I preprocessed the data with a low pass filter to remove noise, and used Independent Component
Analysis (ICA can be read about here) to remove artifactual components from the EEG (eye blinks,
other muscle movements, etc.).
! I took the discrete fourier transform of the result.
! (And finally...) I trained backpropagation networks of varying sizes and numbers of layers to correlate
between varying length windows of the fourier transformed data.

The results of this experiment were quite positive. I was able to distinguish between the five states with
greater accuracy and in less time than some of the other projects I had investigated. However, I only took
data from one subject, and thus my system would have to be re-trained for each user. Furthermore, my
most impressive results only distinguished between two states -- the experiments in which I attempted to
distintuish between greater numbers of states resulted in very low accuracy levels, which did not improve
much by increasing the length of the time window of EEG presented to the neural network. Additionally,
even though I feel that my results were slightly better than those achieved by other, similar projects, I still
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don't think that they would be suitable for a real-time controller in a motorized wheelchair.

In conclusion, it seems that currently we have the technology to differentiate between pairs of brain states
with approximately 90% accuracy, by simply feeding a linear transform of the data sampled into a neural
network. This, however, is not good enough to use as a real time control over much of anything. I
propose
using the following technique to improve the "feature set" of the data being fed into the neural network.
Attach the subject to the EEG hardware, which will feed data into the computer in real-time. On the
display will be one of many linear transforms, which will present the EEG data visually. Subjects will
practice trying to control the display, and experiment with each of the transforms generating the the
display to find one that works best for them. The goal of this stage is for the subject to use the visual
biofeedback loop to learn how to change their thoughts in such a way so that the change is obvious to a
computer analyzing the data recorded by an EEG. Experiments need to be done, but what I think will
happen is that the subject will discover that one of the transforms provides him with some slight ability to
affect the display. For example,
imagine a subject learns to make a colored dot appear in a designated area on the display. A neural
network could surely be trained to differentiate between such things as the color, size, and location of the
dot to extremely high levels of accuracy. Or could it? Perhaps it will not be possible for a subject to gain
control over the display. Hopefully I will get to find these things out in graduate school at some point.
Thanks for reading!
Jack 11/5/99

Last Modified: 11/7/99 by jack@cs.hmc.edu
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PROJECT SUMMARY
The purpose of this project is to explore the practicality of EEG recognition as a new mode of
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communication for severely disabled persons. A system that can identify, on-line, which of several
mental tasks a person is performing would provide an alphabet with which the person can compose
commands to devices like a wheel chair. Some success has been achieved in distinguishing mental tasks
using EEG waves, but the limitations of current recognition schemes preclude their use in on-line
systems. Most research has focussed on recognition accuracy, not on fast, real-time responses. The goals
of this project encompass both the need for high recognition accuracy and for fast response.

Critical to the success of on-line EEG recognition is the selection of a representation consisting of
features that are low in number and in computationally complexity, yet capture information related to the
mental state of a person in a way that is invariant to time and subject. The goal of this project is to
evaluate a variety of EEG signal representations of data recorded from subjects performing several mental
tasks. Representations are evaluated according to how well the EEG samples can be classified as
examples of the correct mental task. Representations considered to-date include the raw signals,
Karhunen-Loeve and Fourier Transforms, and scalar and multivariate AR (autoregressive) models.

Data was obtained using the following procedure. Subjects were seated in a sound controlled booth with
dim lighting. Six electrode positions were recorded using an Electro-Cap elastic electrode cap: C3, C4,
O1, O2, P3, and P4 according to the 10-20 system of electrode placement. Data was recorded for 10
seconds during each task and each task was repeated five times per session. Most subjects attended two
such sessions recorded on separate weeks. Currently we are studying data from four subjects, each
performing two tasks: the Baseline Task , for which the subjects were not asked to perform a specific
mental task, but to simply relax as much as possible, and the Math Task , for which the subjects were
given nontrivial multiplication problems, such as 49 times 78, and were asked to solve them without
vocalizing or making any other physical movements. The 10 seconds of data from each recording trial
are divided into 1/2 second windows and windows that contain eye blinks are discarded.

Classification is performed with a neural network trained via standard error backpropagation. Cross-
validation is used to control for the over-fitting in the following way. The data is divided into eight
partitions, each of which contains data from unique recording trials. Six parts are randomly chosen to
train the network classifier and the remaining seventh and eighth parts are designated as validation and
test sets. After each epoch, or pass through the training data, the squared error on the seventh part is
calculated. After the network has converged, the network's weights at the epoch having the lowest
validation set error are saved. The generalization ability of this network is tested by calculating the error
on the test set. Thus, 7/8ths of the data is used to train the network and select the best network weights,
while 1/8th of the data is used to test the performance. This procedure is repeated for all 56 assignments
of data partitions to training, validation and test sets.

Experiments show that the AR and Fourier representations produce the most reliable classifications. Our
latest results are the following. For three of the subjects, 80-85% of the data are correctly classified,
while for the fourth subject only 70% is correctly classified. Currently we are investigating other
representations and additional tasks and subjects.
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AREA BACKGROUND
EEG signals have been scrutinized for decades to find patterns that correlate to disorders like epilepsy,
sleep disorders, tumors, and more recently, schizophrenia. EEG have also been used to suggest or
validate models of cognitive behavior and the dynamics of the brain.

This project uses EEG in yet a third way---to extract information that correlates to mental decisions with
the long-term goal of providing a new means of input from humans to computers. Considerable work has
been done on event-related effects. For example, EEG just prior to movement of a joystick contains
information related to the direction of the movement. Our work attempts to find information in
spontaneous, on-going EEG.

On December 2, 1995, at the Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) Workshops in Vail, CO, a
workshop will be held titled ``Online Neural Information Processing Systems: Prospects for Neural
Human-System Interfaces'', chaired by S. Makeig of the Cognitive Psychophysiology Laboratory at the
Naval
Health Research Center in San Diego, CA. Talks will be given by B. Taheri, SRI Int., on a new EEG
electrode technology, by A. Gevins, director of the EEG Systems Lab in San Francisco, and by the PI of
this project on our work with EEG, plus others.
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RELATED PROGRAM AREAS
One future application of this work is to the control of wheelchairs for paralyzed persons, thus the work is
related to Topic 6, Intelligent Interactive Systems for Persons with Disabilities.

POTENTIAL RELATED PROJECTS
Information extracted from EEG provides a new input modality that can be combined with any other
modalities to increase reliability of automatic recognition of user's intent. For example, acoustic and
visual information have been combined to increase the reliability of speech recognition and perhaps the
reliability can be increased even more with additional information from EEG.
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